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INTRODUCTION 
On October 10, 1985, a familiarization trip to US 23, Ashland to 
South Shore (opposite Portsmouth) (a location map is shown in Figure 1), 
resulted in a memorandum report dated November 8, 1985 (1). The 
memorandum related the following: "Two types of defects were obvious: 
rutting and transverse cracking." Later, in regard to transverse 
cracking, it said: "It is theorized that the cracking interval is 
governed by the tensile strength of the pavement at the first onset of 
critical shrinkage. Shrinkage, here, is due mostly to thermal 
contractions." 
Both rutting and cracking are systematic and may be analyzed. 
Rutting depths may be modeled by a computer program (2). The crack 
frequency ranged from 16 to 57 per mile (330- to 92.6-foot interval). 
Road Rater tests had been made September 16, 1984. Overlay 
requirements to extend the service life 8 additional years were 
submitted November 30, 1984. Those analyses were extended to 20-year 
addi tiona! service life, and that information was forwarded with the 
memo report package of November 8, 1985. 
The FHWA Pavement Rehabilitation and Design Team was invited to 
visit the site on November 13-14, 1985. All memoranda and reports 
mentioned above were available to members of the team at a briefing the 
evening before touring the roadway. Following receipt of the FHWA 
report (3), the pavement was trenched at two sites to examine the 
exposed cross section and to assess internal damage and deterioration. 
Field CBR's were determined, samples were obtained, and laboratory 
CBR's and moduli and creep tests were performed. Six cores (4-inch 
diameter) were obtained from each of the ten design sections by the 
Division of Materials; four cores of each set were consigned to the 
Kentucky Transportation Research Program (KTRP). Later, a Road Rater 
survey was conducted; further crack frequency surveys were undertaken; 
and data were analyzed and assembled for this report. 
Others had studied the pavement from the standpoint of roughness, 
overlay requirements, full-width patching, chip seals, and crack-
filling. Parts of the project had received patching, and a large 
portion had been treated with one or more applications of an elastomeric 
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Figure 1. Project Location Map. 
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asphalt and chip seal. 
The section from KY 827 (MP 12.605) to KY 3116 (MP 17.520), 
southbound lanes only, were advertised for bids for bituminous 
resurfacing to be received September 19, 1986. The structural analysis 
indicated that 1.5 inches would suffice for a 20-year design (7.2 x 106 
EAL's). 
The northbound section had been advertised earlier and was awarded 
to Standard Materials, Inc., on August 7, 1986. The initial paving 
contracts for this section of road were awarded in 1972, 1973, and 1974. 
The pavements are 12 to 14 years old. 
FHWA PAVEMENT REHABILITATION AND DESIGN TEAM 
The FHWA Pavement Rehabilitation and Design Team recommended that 
trenching be performed at two or more sites (3). This was in 
recognition of the procedure used effectively in Kentucky on several 
previous occasions (most recently on the southern portion of the 
Purchase Parkway) (4). Trenching was performed on December 12, 1985. 
Highway district forces did the sawing and excavations and otherwise 
assisted KTRP investigators. 
FIELD AND LABORATORY TESTS 
ROAD RATER TESTS 
As mentioned previously, Road Rater tests had been performed on 
September 26, 1984; and overlay requirements to extend service life 8 
additional years had been submitted November 30, 1984. Those analyses 
were extended to 20-year additional service life (based on traffic 
forecasts and estimates of EWL's furnished by the Division of Design) 
and submitted with the package report of November 8, 1985. New tests 
were ordered after the meeting with the FHWA team (November 13-14, 1985) 
and a tour of the project. Those Road Rater tests were performed on 
December 4-6, 1985. The results from analyses of those tests were 
reported on March 31, 1986 (5). Full advantage was made of resilient 
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moduli tests on cores obtained by the Division of Materials and in situ 
CBR's measured in the two trenched sites as the layers were uncovered. 
Samples of asphaltic concrete from the trenches and bag samples of 
dense-graded aggregate (DvA) and subgrade soil also had been obtained. 
Laboratory CBR's were determined. The report of March 31 remains final 
and unchanged. The prpcedures employed and the basis for the structural 
analysis of pavement structures are described subsequently under 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSES AND OVERLAY REQUIREHENTS. 
TRANSVERSE INSPECTION TRENCHES 
Two sites were trenched on December 12, 1985. The first was at MP 
14.0 (Section E) (Figure 2), and the second was at MP 7.3 (Section A) 
(Figure 3). Both were on the outer northbound lane. Section E 
contained limestone throughout. Section A was slag. The slag DGA had 
set (weakly hydraulic) (see Figure 3e). 
Saw cuts were made through the asphaltic concret~. A backhoe was 
used to remove the slabs and DGA. 
There was a significant amount of fine material above the DGA base 
when the asphaltic concrete was removed. The origin of this material is 
not known. It may have been dust from the sawing, it may have existed 
at the time of construction, or it may have been generated in place by 
grinding (percussion and/or slippage) between the base aggregate and the 
bottom surface of the asphaltic concrete. The effect of such material 
on Road Rater deflections is magnifying -- that is, greater deflections 
signify less stiffness of the pavement and, therefore, lower moduli of 
the layers. A lower CBR of the soil would be deduced. 
RUTTING MEASUREHENTS 
At Sites 1 and 2 (MP 14.0 and 
measurements were made at the surface, 
7.3, respectively), rutting 
at the asphalt-dense-graded 
aggregate interface, and at the dense-graded aggregate-subgrade 
interface. Offsets from stringlines were used to determine rut depths. 
Figure 4a shows the measured rutting at Site 1. Surface rutting in the 
inside wheel track was 1.4 inches. The asphalt layers in the inside 
wheel track had thinned to 5.5 inches. Rutting in the subgrade averaged 
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Figure 4. Rutting Measured as Deviations from Stringline: (a) Site 1 
and (b) Site 2. 
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At Site 2, surface rutting was less than 0.5 inch. However, the 
asphaltic concrete-dense-graded aggregate interface had rutted 0.8 inch 
in the outside wheel track, and the subgrade had rutted 0.6 inch in the 
inside wheel track. Figure 4b shows the measured rutting at Site 2. 
IN SITU AND LABORATORY CBR'S 

















Bag samples obtained on December 12, and stored at the laboratory 
until February 25, were recompacted at their natural moisture contents 
and penetrated according to CBR test procedures (without drying or 
































Eight or nine cores were obtained from each design section. Two per 
set were tested for unit weight, stability, resilient modulus of 
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elasticity, and rutting potential. These data are shown in Table l. 
Also shown are the similitude estimates of rut depths. Unfortunately, 
the real depths were measured only at the trenched sites (MP 7.3 and 
14.0). 
Unit weights in the all-slag sections were in the order of 135 
pounds per cubic foot. Weights in the all-limestone sections were 
approximately 145 pounds per cubic foot. Stabilities were in the order 
of 3,000 pounds. 
No deficiencies of the sections are attributable to the properties 
of materials shown in Table 1. 
Other stability data are listed in Table 2. Specimens reported were 
cored from slabs of asphaltic concrete excavated from the trenched 
sites. 
RUTTING SUSCEPTIBILITY AND DYNAMIC MODULUS 
Resilient modulus and rutting potential were determined on 19 
pavement cores. The cores were tested in compression at 1/2 cycle per 
second at 70°F. Results are summarized in Table 1. 
In most cases, the modulus values are high. Four of the cores (A-3, 
A-5, E-3, and H-2) had a modulus value exceeding 1,000,000 psi. Only 
two specimens had moduli less than 480,000 psi (normally, the assumed 
value for asphaltic concrete at 70°F). These two specimens were I-4 and 
C-4. 
It is assumed these high modulus values resulted from a highly 
oxidized and very stiff asphaltic cement. However, the viscosity of the 
asphaltic cement was not measured. 
There was no apparent correlation between modulus and rutting 
potential. It would be expected that after 1,000 cycles of loading, the 
rutting strain for a normal asphalt mixture would be in the range of 
0.04 to 0.06 inch per inch. However, 10 of the 19 specimens had greater 
values. It is possible these specimens were tested in a "post-failure" 
condition and that small shear surfaces were present in the material. 
However, this is not confirmed by other tests for rigidity and 
stability. 
It should be noted that each test specimen was composed of surface, 
binder, and some base mixture. Therefore, it was not possible to 
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TABLE 2. OTHER STABILITY TESTS 
·=================================-============··· 
STABILITY 
IDENTIFICATION TYPE (pounds) 
--------------------------------------------------
Site 1 (Sample A) Surface & Binder 2,500 
Site 1 (Sample A) Base 2,372 
Site 1 (Sample B) Surface & Binder 2,142 
Site 1 (Sample B) Base 2,200 
Site 2 (Sample A) Binder 3,402 
Site 2 (Sample A) Base 1,931 
Site 2 (Sample B) Binder 3,311 
Site 2 (Sample B) Base 1,692 
--------------------------------------------------
TABLE 3. Sl.MM!IRY CF aw:K INIERVAL SURVEY 
AVFIJ.Pm CRACX INIERVAIS AV'iW!CE aw:K INTERVAlS 
IESIQ;I SOlJIHlWND U\NE N<m'HB:lJND lANE 
SECITON 1ERMINI awK SURVEY l'l'»!!NI 
AV'i!Rllrn AVFIJ.Pm 
IESIGN JEGJ:NN]}l; END:rn:; BEGINNING END IN} NlMBER OF lNIERVAL NlMBER OF INIERVAL 
SECITON MILEPOINT MILEPOINT MILEPOINT MILERJINr CRAQ(S (ft) CRACl<S (ft) 
A 3.1 7.7 7.000 7.189 18 55 13 38(a) 
B 7.7 10.7 9.000 9.189 16 62 15 43(b) 
c 10.7 12.6 12.000 12.189 12 83 
D 12.6 14.7 14.000 14.189 15 67 15 67 
E 14.7 17.7 16.000 16.189 16 62 15 67 
F 17.7 20.3 19.000 19.189 14 71 
G 20.3 22.4 21.000 21.189 
H 22.4 25.1 23.000 23.189 18 55 22 45 
I 25.1 26.8 26.000 26.189 30 33 15 67 
J 26.8 28.8 28.000 28.189 27 27 25 40 
Note: a) based on 500-foot sample interval 
b) based on 6.50-foot sample interval 
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determine which of those layers was weakest. Consequently, modulus and 
rutting values are for a composite of all the asphalt layers. 
Cores obtained from Site 1 (MP 14.0) and Site 2 (MP 7 .3) were 
separated at the interface between the binder and the base mixtures. 
Marshall stability tests were performed on the combined surface and 
binder layers and on the base layer at Site 1. Stability values ranged 
from 2,142 pounds to 2,500 pounds. 
At Site 2, the surface mixture was not tested; however, the binder 
mixture and the base mixture were tested separately. The binder mixture 
at Site 2 had stability values over 3, 300 pounds for both specimens. 
However, the two base specimens averaged just over 1,800 pounds. A 
summary of these Marshall stability data is in Table 2 (Note: Compare 
with Table 3). Rutting susceptibility was translated into an estimate 
of total rut depth according to a computer program designated PAVERUT 
(2). Those estimates are listed in Table 1 also. 
ANALYSES OF CRACKING 
No deficiencies of materials or structural strengths 
Susceptibility 
were 
discovered. The pavement 
temperature cracking may 
performed adequately. 
be an insidious freak of 
to 
nature. Other 
cracking is considered to be more or less normal for a spent or 
exhausted pavement. "'Other cracking"' alludes to the longitudinal load-
associated cracks along the edges of wheelpaths (sometimes in the 
wheelpaths). This pattern of cracking was first observed on the 
Watterson Expressway (6, 7) before the first resurfacing. Those cracks 
were not due to reverse bending outside the wheelpaths, but were at the 
very edge of the depressed wheelpath. They seemed to portray a direct 
punching-shearing situation. The wheelpath was more-or-less flat but 
depressed and was about 30 inches across. This pattern has been 
recognized elsewhere (Purchase Parkway, I 64 at MP 164, and US 60 from 
Olive Hill eastward) (see Figure 5) (8, 9). 
The shear mode is evident. Maximum shear tends to occur at a depth 
equal to one-third the radius of the loaded area. Assuming the diameter 
to be 30 inches (the approximate width of the rutted wheelpaths), the 
,:,:'· 
.. ~- "' .. 
··_r _..,- ·,·. 
Figure 5. Typical Cracking Pattern Accompanying Rutting in Wheelpath on 
I 64, MP 164, December 4, 1979 (8, 9). 
depth of maximum shear would be 5 inches. Punching shear may suffice to 
explain longitudinal cracking at the edges of the wheelpaths. Maximum 
shear may explain eventual checkering and map cracking within the 
wheelpaths. Kneading shear in the wheelpaths together with punching 
shear at the edges progresses little by little. These concepts are 
illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 6. A crushed rock base may be as 
strong after deformation as it was before deformation, and the 
foundation soil may not be critically weakened until slip planes develop 
or swelling due to water infiltration occurs. An example of early 
failure exhibiting a longitudinal crack pattern is shown in Figure 7. 
There, failure occurred within a few months of service, it was 
attributed to gelled clay in the foundation (site was trenched and 
evaluated). Subsequent overlayment hid and adequately bridged over the 
short section involved. Heavy hauling may have abated also. 
Some witnesses at the trenched sites on US 23 expected to find the 
transverse cracks at the surface also extending through the DGA base. 
If a crack had existed in the slag DGA, it would not have escaped notice 
because the slag base was somewhat monolithic and came up in slabs and 
chunks. None of the edges showed signs of staining or darkening due to 
infiltration. 
Further explanation of the temperature cracking phenomena is 
contained in the memorandum report, November 8, 1985, which was 
presented as part of a package report to the FHWA review team (1). It 
is theorized that the crack interval is governed by "the tensile strength 
of the pavement at the first onset of critical shrinkage. Shrinkage, 
here, is due to thermal contraction. Temperature cracking is probably 
more the rule than the exception in Kentucky. The spacing varies from 
place to place, and the widths of cracks vary. 
The horizontal tensile force in a pavement is F t = CJ A, where CJ = 
tensile stress, A = say 1 square foot or 144 square inches. The 
resistance to sliding (that is the force of friction) is given by Ft = 
fWL, where W is the weight in pounds of cubic foot of pavement, f is 
approximately 1, and L is the length of pavement. Equating forces and 
substituting: 
CJ A = fWL 
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Figure 6. Schematic Diagram Illustrating Conceptual Modes of Shear 
Failure Accompanying Rutting. Punching shear occurs across 
the wheelpath. Kneading shear occurs within the wheelpath 
and eventually leads to checkering and blocking out. 
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Figure 7. US 62, Harrison County, SP 19-112-10C1, September 19, 1979, 
Wheelpaths Cracking (Longitudinal), 8.5 Inches of Asphaltic 
Concrete. Cracking occurred about 6 months after 
construction. There was heavy hauling in both directions. 
Section shown above was trenched later in 1979. The soil 
underneath was a gelled clay that gave only spongy support. 
Cracks were recognized as the punching-shear mode of failure. 
or 
L = cr (numerically). 
Therefore, the maximum crack spacing is 2L, and L, in feet, is 
numerically equal to the tensile strength of the pavement in pounds per 
square inch (psi). 
Wide cracks indicate either permanent shrinkage or in-filling and 
reclosure. Reclosure on debris would tend to crush material or cause 
buckling. There was a strong tendency for necking down at joints 
otherwise well filled. This is illustrated in Figure 2a. A few neat, 
sharp-edged, narrow cracks were observed. They may have formed much 
more recently than others. 
A general thesis may be stated as follows: the interval (distance) 
between cracks is determined (governed) by the tensile strength of the 
asphaltic concrete at the time of critical contraction and (or) 
shrinkage. Usually, temperature cracks are not very wide or obvious. 
The widths of the cracks, if they could be ascertained truly, could be 
summed over a mile section of roadway and an estimate of shrinkage could 
be obtained. 
The crack intervals (see Table 3) are not sufficiently discrete to 
distinguish between slag and limestone sections. 
STRUCTURAL ANALYSES AND OVERLAY REQUIREMENTS 
Four-inch diameter bituminous cores were obtained by the Division of 
Materials for evaluation by the KTRP staff. Six cores were obtained 
from each design section. The cores were measured for thickness and 
then sawed to approximately 2-1/2 x 2-1/2 inch squares and varying 
lengths, depending upon the constructed thickness of the sections. 
Elastic moduli were obtaine-d for each prism at 70°F by fundamental 
frequency method (ASTM C 215) and adjusted to reflect a Poisson's ratio 
of 0.4 for the bituminous material. 
The 2-1/2-inch prisms were then cored to a nominal diameter of 2 
inches. Resilient moduli were obtained for two cores for each design 
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section at 70°F and a frequency of one-half Hertz. A semi-log 
relationship (see Figure 8) between elastic modulus and frequency was 
then developed for each design section using the moduli obtained from 
fundamental frequency and resilient modulus tests. Elastic moduli at 25 
Hertz were estimated from the graphical relationship. 
Road Rater deflections were obtained for the various design 
sections, and field CBR's were obtained on the dense-graded aggregate 
(DGA) base and the soil subgrade in two trenched areas (Design Sections 
A and D.) The measured CBR's were compared to and confirmed by in-place 
CBR' s. Corrections for deflection readings were made on the basis of 
temperatures measured during trenching operations and the five-day air 
temperatures obtained prior to the dates deflection readings were taken. 
During trenching operations, temperatures were measured on the 
surface with an infrared temperature sensing device. Holes were drilled 
to approximately 2, 4, and 6 inches in depth and filled with water and 
allowed to stabilize. The temperature in the holes were measured with a 
standard thermometer. However, water in the drilled holes appeared to 
stabilize at air temperature. Another method to measure the temperature 
gradient for the pavement also was empoyed. As workers lifted the 
asphalt slabs from the trenches, the infrared thermometer was used to 
measure the temperature at various depths. Using the later method, the 
temperature gradient in the asphalt was very similar to the temperature 
gradients observed by Southgate in 1974 (10) and could be directly 
related to the surface temperature and air temperature. Using the 
temperature gradient of the asphaltic concrete and the five-day air 
temperatures prior to the deflection survey, the surface temperatures 
measured during the deflection survey were adjusted. The adjusted 
temperatures were used in calculation of the effective layer moduli for 
each design section. 
Elastic layer theory was used to evaluate measured deflections for 
the purpose of back calculation of effective pavement conditions. 
Average estimated elastic moduli at 25 Hz were determined for each 
design section. The Chevron N-layer computer program was used to 
compute theoretical deflections for the Road Rater loading (600 pounds 
force) and configuration of the velocity transducers (11) associated 
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(determined by laboratory analyses) and a range of elastic moduli for 
the subgrade layer. The modulus of the crushed stone layer was varied 
as a function of the moduli of layers above and below the crushed stone 
(12). Simulated deflection measurements were used to determine 
relationships (for each 
associated with varying 
sensor) 
the 
describing the change in deflection 
modulus for the subgrade and also 
incorporating the previously referenced variation in modulus for the 
crushed stone layer. Measured deflections were applied to the 
relationships of simulated deflections to estimate the effective 
subgrade modulus indicated by each sensor. Estimated subgrade moduli 
corresponding to each sensor were averaged to estimate a mean subgrade 
modulus for each test site in terms of the estimated elastic modulus at 
25 Hz determined from laboratory analysis. 
to measured CBR's determined in place 
These values were compared 
and from samples in the 
laboratory. The elastic modulus of the crushed stone was estimated on 
the same basis as previously referenced. Thus, the effective pavement 
conditions were determined for each of the ten design sections. 
The effective elastic modulus at 1/2 Hertz was then used in 
combination with estimated subgrade modulus determined from deflection 
tests as input parameters to the Chevron N-layer computer program. The 
program was used to compute stresses and strains associated with an 
18,000-pound axleload for each design section. 
Thickness design procedures used in Kentucky for flexible pavements 
are based on a criterion of limiting strain versus repetitions of an 
18,000-pound axle. Critical strains are the tensile strain at the 
bottom of the asphaltic concrete layer and 
strain at the top of the subgrade layers. 
the vertical compressive 
Critical (design) strains 
corresponding to the design number of repetitions of an 18,000-pound 
axle were determined for each design section for both the asphaltic 
concrete and the subgrade layers. 
The Chevron N-layer computer program was used to compute stresses 
and strains at critical locations (top of subgrade, bottom of asphaltic 
concrete) for each design section corresponding to the effective 
pavement condition combined with a range of thicknesses of overlay with 
asphaltic concrete. The overlay thickness design requirement for each 
section was determined by matching limiting strain requirements with 
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computed strains for the effective condition plus overlays. This 
process involved a dual comparison of limiting strain versus computed 
strain for each critical location -- tensile vertical compressive strain 
at the top of the subgrad.e. This procedure is diagrammed in the style 
of a flow chart in Figure 9. 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOHMENDATIONS 
1. Transverse temperature cracks are somewhat benign and innocuous 
unless they create a bump in the road. Hany of the cracks on US 23 have 
existed a long time perhaps from the first year or two after 




is rather inoffensive; more rutting becomes less tolerable. 
of these flaws has devastated the pavement with dips and 
Considerable life remains. Overlaying is recommended. 
Overlays proved successful on the Watterson Expressway (6, 7), Purchase 
Parkway (4), I 64 (eastern end) (9), and in other similar cases (13, 
14). Overlay recommendations were submitted in Harch (5). 
2. Temperature (transverse) cracks probably should not be sealed. 
The overlay will suffice structurally, but the transverse cracks will 
reflect through and be unnoticed for a time. 
3. Wheelpath cracking has been documented for further analysis by 
theoreticians. 
4. Few, if any, asphaltic concrete pavements are free of (or immune 
to) temperature cracking (4, 14). 
5. Rutting will eventually lead to longitudinal cracking at the 
edges of and in the wheelpaths (1, 4, 14). 
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APPENDIX 1 
KENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
November 8, 1985 
Mr. C. s. Layson, P.E. 
Assistant State Highway Engineer 
Bureau of Highways 
Department of Transportation 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40622 
Subject: Pavement Inspection Team; C. S. Layson, 
A. B. Magee, E. B. Drake, J, H. Havens, 
October 10, 1985, US23, Ashland-South 
Shore (Portsmouth). 
Dear Mr. Layson: 
College of Engineering 
Transportation Research Building 
533 South Limestone 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0043 
Telephone: 606-257-4513 
H-2-89 
Two types of defects were obvious: rutting and transverse cracking. 
The rutting was directly and irrefutably caused by extremely heavy 
trucks hauling coal to Portsmouth (and beyond). The hauling extends 
from Louisa and points in Martin, Johnson, and perhaps Floyd Counties. 
Hauling here was interrupted only by closure of the suspension bridge 
(for re-cabling, in 1978-1979) at South Shore. The transverse cracking 
is not associated with loading. A highway bridge crossing Greenup Dam 
will be opening soon, and coal truck traffic may cross the River at that 
point rather than at South Shore. 
The rutting is systematic and can be modeled by computer programs 
presently at hand. The pavement structures were tested last year and 
processed through other programs to determine overlay requirements. 
Those requirements were in the order of 1.5 inches to extend the service 
life another eight years. Milling or leveling and wedging would be 
required to correct the rutting. 
Rutting varies along the road and is a maximum of about 1.5 inches. 
Numerous coal-hauling trucks have plied the road. Each truck makes the 
rut a little deeper. The deformation (non-recoverable shear) occurs in 
the upper 3 to 5 inches of the asphaltic concrete. This has been 
demonstrated by trenching and inspecting exposed cross sections of the 
pavements. The most recent case >ms the Purchase Parkway (Ref. Research 
Report UKTRP-84-28). Just previous to that was US23, just north of 
Louisa ((Research Report UKTRP-84-1; "Rutting: A Case Study (US23; 1.5 
miles north of Louisa)), January 1984. Prior histories are given there 
also. Coal trucks now are reportedly hauling 60 to 80 tons (payload) 
per trip. Most recently they caused rutting on a new section of US23, 
between Lowmansville and Louisa. 
Transverse cracking persisted throughout. The frequency ranged between 
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION 
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16 and 57 per mile; thus, the interval ranged between 330 feet and 92.6 
feet. It is theorized that the interval is governed by the tensile 
strength of the pavement at the first onset of critical shrinkage. 
Shrinkage, here, is due to thermal contraction. Temperature cracking is 
probably more the rule than the exception in Kentucky. A case in point 
is the Purchase Parkway (reported in 1984). Of course, the spacing 
varies from place to place, and the width of the cracks varies. 
The horizontal tensile force in a pavement is Ft =~A, where 
~ = tensile stress, A= say 1 sq. ft. or 144 sq. ins. The resistance 
to sliding (that is the force of friction) is given by Ft = fWL, 
where W is the weight in pounds of a 1-ft cube of pavement and L is the 
length of pavement. Equating forces: 
~A= fWL 
A = 144 sq. ins. 
H = 144 lbs/cu.ft. 
f = approximately 1 
L=~ 
Therefore, the maximum crack spacing is 21; and L, in feet, is 
numerically equal to the tensile strength of the pavement in pounds per 
square inch (psi). 
Sixteen cracks per mile gives a spacing of 330 ft.; L = 165 ft. and ~ , 
therefore, would be 165 psi. Sixty cracks per mile gives a spacing of 
88 ft.; L = 44 ft., and ~ = 44 psi. 
Hhy is there such a great difference in tensile strength? Shouldn't 
these pavements have about the same tensile strengths? Yes, they have 
about the same strengths at low temperatures; but that strength (about 
400 psi) is greater than these strengths. Consequently these cracks 
occurred at more moderate temperatures -- perhaps well above moderate 
temperatures -- perhaps even warmer temperatures. 
It is believed that close-spaced cracks occurred during daily cycling 
of temperatures in the fall season. The longer-spaced cracks occurred 
during a cooler period. Differences in properties of the pavements 
surely influenced the patterns. 
Some cracks seemed older and wider than others. The pavements are old 
enough to present mature crack patterns, but the development of them is 
lost history. 
The pavement is not failing at the cracks. This means that the 
structure has not been greatly weakened by them or that it needs more 
overlayment over the cracks. The most significant consideration, 
therefore, seems to be the problem of reflection cracking of any 
overlayment. It seems unlikely that any way will be found to prevent 
the cracks from reflecting through. They might be routed and sealed 
later if they are considered to be offensive and unsightly. It is 
important to keep in mind that the purposes of overlayment are to 
correct for rutting and to extend the service life according to 
projected traffic. 
He could have entitled this report ''The Reality of Cracks." 
Temperature cracking is the principal subject. Expounding further: Are 
cracks predictable? Yes, they occur almost everywhere unless very soft 
asphalts are used. Is the spacing of the cracks predictable? Yes, if 
the tensile strength is known, the equation already cited applies very 
well. A single reference suffices as an independent, state-of-the-art 
treatise. It is: "Prediction of Temperature Cracking at Low 
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Temperatures;" by B. E. Ruth, L. A. K. Bloy, and A. A. Avital; 
Proceedings, Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists, Vol. 51, 1982. 
The section from Sta. 440 to 687 + 48.76 (equals 580 + 73.93 ahead) and 
to Sta. 851 contains limestone aggregate in the bituminous concretes and 
in the DGA bases. This appears to be the area where the crack interval 
was 88 ft. All other sections contained slag in the bituminous base and 
surface. This is where the close-spacing occurred. Why does slag cause 
the difference? It has been known for a long time that slags tending to 
be vesicular absorb oils from the asphalt binder, and that causes drying 
and hardening of the asphalt. It is not known how much shrinkage 
accompanies the process. It is possible that some warm temperature 
fracturing ensues and weakens the tensile properties of the pavement. 
Otherwise, the crack ~~acing would or should be about the same as in the 
limestone sections. 
At some cracks, it appeared that "necking down,·· a phenomenon 
accompanying ductile fracture, had occurred. 
Illustrative photographs are attached hereto. 
The all-limestone sections run from Ky 827, down river to Sta. 440. 
There are two sections downstream (to Sta. 206) which contain limestone 
in the DGA. Also, there are two sections upstream which contain 
limestone in the DGA. If these sections are found to have crack-spacing 
similar to the all-limestone sections, the influence could be attributed 
commonly to the DGA bases. On the other hand, if the spacings differ, 
the difference could be attributed altogether to the slag aggregate as 
described previously. 
If the all-slag sections differ from the sections with limestone DGA 
bases, those differences would be attributable to the slag DGA. Slag is 
known to have some cementitious qualities and could act somewhat like a 
weak, cementrated aggregate base or "soil-cement" base (tend to crack at 
fairly close spacing). 
Detailed surveys are needed to resolve the foregoing questions. 
Sealcoats and overlayments may now obscure the data. 
Road Rater deflection tests were made September 26, 1984. Traffic 
estimates were made 8 years forward, and overlay requirements were 
determined and reported (by Gary Sharpe, Nov. 30, 1984). Copies of 
those items are appended and made a part hereof. (Note: EWL's/32Z 
EAL's) 
Meanwhile, double and perhaps triple chip seals have been applied over 
portions of the road, and full-width overlayment (patching) were being 
marked for immediate lay-down on other portions farther toward South 
Shore. The thicknesses of these overlayments would surely exceed one 
inch and probably equal 1.5 inches in the wheel paths. These overlays, 
therefore, could approach the thicknesses of overlay required by the 
analyses of Road Rater data, as reported by Sharpe. 
At present, there seems to be both advantages and disadvantages to 
re-doing Road Rater tests (winter approaching). Design has new 
estimates of traffic (EWL's) to extend service life 20 years hence. 
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Although overlay requirements could be read from Sharpe's graphs 
(attached); Sharpe, at this writing, has been requested to submit a 
proposal for the additional work. His proposal will precede or 
accompany this report. 
cc: E. B. Drake 
A. B. Magee 
Attachments 
..., •• ,,.,,, ·~<d~·~~~~~~~'/\ 
James H. Havens, P.E. 
Associate Director 
Rutting: Section Chip-Sealed Previously; Depth 
Nominally 1.5 inches; Inner Lane not Rutted; 
Facing South Shore (10-10-85) 
Cracking: Example of Prominent Crack; 
Section Chip-Sealed; Not Bleeding (10-10-85) 
Section toward South Shore; Chip-Sealed 
Aggregate Loss Seems Extensive (10-10-85) 
C. LESLIE DAWSON 
SECRETARY 
AND 
)MM1SS10NER OF HIGHWAYS 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
TRANSPORTATION CABINiff' 0 __ 1l:::<: :·:;:,;,·.: ".c•-1-
. .' ('_~ •. ' . ~ i .J ·; f'Jt;ARTHA LAYNE COLLINS 
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40622 L' ·-:: --.:'.1 
September 25, 1985 
Mr. R. E. Johnson, Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
P. 0. Box 536 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 
Dear Mr. Johnson: 
SUBJECT: Pavement Rehabilitation and 
Design Team 
In May 1984, your office made available assistance of a pavement 
rehabilitation and design team out of the Washington office, and this 
team was utilized to a significant advantage on a portion of the 
Purchase Parkway. 
The purpose of this letter is to request assistance from this same team 
of people on a portion of US 23 in Greenup County between Ashland, 
Kentucky -and Portsmouth, Ohio. This section of road is showing 
significant distress and various measures have been taken to retard 
this deterioration. Previous contacts with your office by phone 
indicate that this team is available and can come to Kentucky on 
October 21 and 22, 1985. If this is correct, would you please confirm 
in writing these dates, and we will be gathering preliminary data 
anticipating this visit. 
Thank you for your cooperation in this area in the past. I trust this 
visit to this project will be fruitful. 
EBD:cjh 
cc: C. S. Layson 




J. A. Brown 
Sincerely, 
R. K. Capito, P.E. 
State Highway Engineer 
£.-'E. ~!'-'--~ 
By: L. S. Blevins, P. E. 
Division of Design 
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TABLE 13 DISiRICT 9 PAGE 9 
fl!ILf:P!;![t;!T StS'TDt AID TRAF'F'I~ PA~HT DATE Rl I!;Y LAN!;; Rl MINUS 
-=-- ~ND: !BQ!!._ 
.....IQ_.... STATE w ~~ -=-~ ..nmR- !!<:!; ~ CRITICAL £2!:!2 
us %3 GREENUP 12.60 1"1.05 SP •• p 7160 198"1 BIT 19'73 1Q-3'J-.8"1 1.8 1.9 -o.a POOR 
us %3 GREENUP 1"1.05 15.60 SP •• p '1739 1982 BIT 19'73 1o-31-81f 1.8 2.3 -0.7 POOR 
us Z3 GREENUP 15.60 17.52 SP •• p "1295 1982 BIT 1973 1o-31-8"1 1., z.5 -1.0 POOR 
us Z3 GREENUP 17.52 18.00 SP •• p "187Li 198LI OGFC 19'" 1o-31-8LI .. , 2-' -0.1 POOR 
us Z3 GREENUP 18.00 19.01 SP •• p Ll851.f 198LI OGF'C 1Sf7"1 1o-31-8Li 2.8 3.0 0.3 FAIR 
us 23 GREENUP 19.01 20.20 SP •• p 
"'"" 
198"1 OGF'C 19'" 1o-31-8"1 .. , 3.1 -0.1 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 20.20 2L!.86 ... ••P 
"'"" 
198Lj BIT 1975 1o-31-8LI 2.7 3.0 0.2 FAIR 
us 23 GREENUP 2LI.86 25.50 SP •• p 7805 198"1 BIT 1975 1o-31-8"1 2.5 3.1 -o. 1 POOR 
us %3 GREENUP 25.50 26.L!Li SP •• p 9118 198"1 BIT 1975 1o-s1-8L! 2.8 Z.6 -0.1 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 26.L!'t 26.93 SP •• p 9118 198LI BIT 1975 1o--31-8L! 2.2 2.3 -o.5 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 26.93 27.50 SP rAP 10""' 1983 BIT 1976 1o-31-8"1 3.0 3., 0.3 F'AIR 
us %3 GREENUP 27.50 Z.8.LIO SP ••P 10'197 1983 BIT 1977 1o--31-8L! 2.9 3.2 0.2 FAIR 
us %3 GREENUP 2.8."10 Z.8.76 SP •• p 132"15 198LI BIT 1977 1o-31-8Et 3.0 2.9 0.2 FAIR 
KY Z.07 GREENUP 9.ZL! 11.00 ss ••s 783 1983 BIT 197B 9-Z?-8"1 %.5 2.8 o.s FAIR 
KY 207 GREENUP 11.00 12-35 ss ••s 9"10 1983 BIT 197B 9-:t?-8"1 2.B 3.0 0.7 GOOD 
KY 207 GREENUP 12.35 12.80 ss ••s 2003 1983 BIT 1978 9-27-B't 2.6 2., 0.1 FAIR 
KY 207 GREENUP 12.80 13.'10 ss ••s 2.003 1983 BIT 1978 9-27-8'1 2.B 2.6 0.3 FAIR 
KY 2.07 GREENUP 13.1:10 15.25 •SS ••s 293'1 198"1 BIT 197B 9-27-8'1 2.B 2.B 0., FAIR 
KY 207 GREENUP 15.25 15.60 ss ••u Z93LI 198'1' BIT 197B 9-27-8'1' 3.1 Z.9 o.s FAIR 
KY 207 GREENUP 15.60 15.79 ss ••u 'l''t86 198'1 BIT 197B 9-Z7-81.f 3.2 3.0 o.s FAIR 
KY 207 GREENUP 15.79 16-10 ss ••u 722.0 1983 BIT 1978 9-rJ-8"1 3., 3.1 0.5 GOOD 
KY 207 GREENUP 16.10 16.36 ss ••u 86L!O 1983 BIT 1979 9-27-8"1 3., 3.0 0.3 FAIR 
KY 207 GREENUP 16.36 16.66 ss ••u 9030 1981 BIT 1979 9-Z?-8"1 3.0 3., 0.3 FAIR 
KY 207 GREENUP 16.66 17.28 ss ••u 8810 1981 BIT 1979 9-27-8"1 3.5 3.3 0.6 GOOD 
KY 207 GREENUP 17.28 17.89 ss ••u 5730 198"1 BIT 1979 9-Z?-8"1 2.7 2.B o.z FAIR 
KY 503 GREENUP 0.00 1.'17 ss ••s 9"19 1982 BIT 1979 9-Z?-Bif 2.5 2.3 0.2 FAIR 
I(Y 503 GREENUP 1.'17 3.73 ss ••• "111 1983 BIT 1979 9-27-8"1 2.2 2.3 0.5 FAIR 
·.;y 503 GREENUP 3.73 5."18 ss ••s 1215 1983 BIT 1979 9-Z?-8'1 1.6 2.0 -0.6 POOR 
;('( 503 GREENUP 5."18 7.61 ss ••s 1169 1983 BIT 197B 9-Z7-8LI 2., 2.7 0.2 FAIR 
KY 503 GREENUP 7.61 B.83 ss ••• 1232 198'4 BIT 1978 9-%7-8LI 1.B 2.5 -o.q POOR KY 503 GREENUP 8.83 .... ss ••u 1232 198'1 BIT 197B 9-27-8"1 1.6 1., -0.8 POOR 
KY 693 GREENUP 0.00 o.lfs ss ••u 10859 198'1 BIT 198"1 9-Z7-81f 3.8 3.6 0.9 GOOD 
KY 693 GREENUP 0."15 0.90 ss ••u ~67 198"1 BIT 198"1 9-27-81:1 3., 3.7 0.7 GOOD 
KY 693 GREENUP 0.90 .... .. .. u 11102 198"1 BIT 198"1 9-27-8"1 .. , 3.5 0.7 GOOD 
KY 693 GREENUP 1.S3 2.7z ss ••u 12fWt 198"1 BIT 198"1 9-27-8'1 3.5 3.6 0.8 GOOD 
KY 827 GREENUP o.oo lf.28 ss ••s 1171 1983 BIT 1980 1D-OZ.-8"1 .. , 2.9 0.2 FAIR 
KY 827 GREENUP '4.28 5.65 ss ••s 16!$ 1983 BIT 1980 1o-OZ-81f 2.2 2.5 -0.1 POOR 
KY2538 GREENUP 0.00 0.11 SUPP 
KY2SI.f0 GREENUP o.oo 0.9"1 SUPP NOH BIT 1977 
KY2Sif1 GREENUP o.oo 0.33 SUPP NOH 35'45 1983 BIT 1981 
KY25"11 GREENUP 0.33 0.55 SUPP NOH 3'175 197B BIT 1981 
KY25'i1 GREENUP 0.55 o.96 SUPP NOH 3880 1983 BIT 1981 
KYZS&f1 GREENUP 0.96 1.62 SUPP NOH 675 1983 BIT 1981 
KYZ5"12 GREENUP 0.00 0.15 SUPP NOH BIT 1975 
KYZ5"13 GREENUP 0.00 0.18 SUPP ••u 6775 198"1 BIT 1975 
KY31 17 GREENUP 0.00 0.92 SUPP NOH BIT 1981 
KY 10 LEWIS o.oo 0.82 SP ••P 1855 1981 BIT 1978 1o-31-81.f 2.3 2.5 o.o POOR 
KY 10 LEWIS o.82 3-00 SP •• p 2:980 198"1 BIT 1978 1o-31-81f 2.5 2.7 0.1 FAIR 
KY 10 LEWIS 3.00 "1.70 SP •• p 1551 1981 BIT 1983 1G-31-8"1 3.3 3., 1.0 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS '4.70 a.zo SP •• p 1551 1981 198'1 1G-31-8"1 3.5 .. , 1.1 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS a.2o a.5o SP •• p 1551 1981 198"1 1o-31-8'1 3.9 3., 1.1 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS a.5o 9.90 SP •• p 172LI 1981 198LI 1o-31-8"1 3.6 .. , 1.1 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS 9.90 1%.36 SP •• p 172"1 1981 198L! 1D-31-8'4 3., 3.5 1.1 GOO I/ 
KY 10 LEWIS 12.36 13.90 SP •• p 1678 1982 198"1 1D-31-8L! 3.5 3.6 1.2 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS 13.90 1''1- 10 SP •• p 1678 1982 198"1 1o-31-8&f 3.3 2.B 0.5 FAIR 
KY 10 LEWIS 1'1.10 16.70 SP •• p 1719 1981 198"1 1o-31-8't 3.6 3.B 1.3 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS 16.70 17.30 SP •• p 1719 1981 198'1 1o-31-8L! 3.5 3.6 1.2 GOOD 
"" 
10 LEWIS 17.30 19.50 SP •• p 2187 198"1 1984 1o-31-8"1 3.6 3.5 1.2 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS 19.50 19.91 SP •• p 5506 1982 198lf 1o-31-8"1 3.2 3.1 0.6 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS 19.91 20-18 SP •• p 373"! 1982 BIT 1960 1o-31-8't 2.0 2.2 -O."l POOR 
KY 10 LEWIS 20.18 2o.as SP •• p "1272 1982 BIT 1960 1D-31-81.f 1., 2.3 -1.0 POOR 
KY 10 LEWIS 20.35 20.60 SP •• p 3613 1982 BIT 1960 1Q-31-81f 1.6 2.0 -0.8 POOR 
KY 10 LEWIS 20.60 ZZ.LI'I SP •• p 3029 1982 BIT 1967 1o-31-8"l 1.7 Z.1 -0.7 POOR 
KY 10 LEWIS 2Z.LI'I 2'1.19 SP •• p 3056 1983 BIT 1967 1o-31-8L! 2.3 2.7 -0.1 POOR 
KY 10 LEHIS Z"'. 19 29.02 SP •• p 2:236 1981 BIT 1967 1o-31-8"1 1.9 Z.1 -O.'t POOR 
KY 10 LEWIS 29.02 zs.so SP ••P 31.fl.f2 1982 BIT 1967 1o-31-8"1 2., 3.0 0.0 POOR 
KY 10 LEWIS 29.50 31.82 SP f'AP 3LI"'Z 1982 BIT 198Z 10-31-8'1 3.6 3.5 1.1 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS 31.82 35.85 SP •• p 2221 1981 BIT 1982 1D-31-81.f 3., 3.3 1.0 GOOD 
KY 10 LEWIS 35.85 39-21 SP •• p 2165 1981 BIT 1982 1D-31-8'i 3.3 3.1 0.8 GOOD 
KY 67 LEWIS o.oo 1."11 ss ••s ass 1981 BIT 1975 
TABLE 13 DIS'TRICT 9 PAGE 8 
Mll:t;POINT SYSTEM a.!J! 'TRAFFIC P!~NT DATE Bl BY 1.AN!;; Rl MINUS 
-=- ~N!Y El!l!!l- ....!2-ne:!L w ml!!!l; ~ -=---~ ..:rum- J:lLl; §L!j ~~ 
KY 888 F'LEMING o.oo 1.Z7 SUPP HOI! 85 198'1 CH I PSEAL 1979 
KY1013 FLEMING 0.00 2.18 SUPP HOH 1'19 198'1 
KY1013 FLEMING 2.18 '1.8'1 SUPP HOH 1"0 198'1 
KY1013 F'LEMING '1.8'1 6.26 SUPP HOH 1'19 198'1 
KY11Z3 F'l.EMING 0.00 1.60 SUPP HOH 82 198'1 BIT 1983 
KY11Z3 FLEMING 1.60 2.'15 SUPP NOH 135 198'1 BIT 1983 
KY1ZOO FLEMING 0.00 2.26 SUPP HOH 231 198'1 CHIPSEAL 1980 
KY1ZOO F'LEMING 2.26 '1.3'1 SUPP NOH 111 1983 CHIPSEAL 1980 
KY1336 FLEMING o.oo 1.81 SUPP HOH 68 198"1 CHIPSEAL 1981 9-1'+-83 0.1 -1.3 POOR 
KY1S15 FLEMING o.oo 1.31 SUPP HOH 193 198'1 BIT 1980 
KY1515 F'LEMING 1.31 2.68 SUPP HOH 77 198'1 BIT 1980 
KY1515 F'LEMIHG 2.68 '1.9"1 SUPP HOH '18 198'1 BIT 1980 
KY1895 FLEMING 0.00 1."" SUPP HOH 16'1 198'1 
KY1895 FLEMING 1."" 2.90 SUPP HOI! 332 198'1 
KY190Z F'LEMING 0.00 0.86 SUPP HOH 139 198'1 BIT 1980 
KY1902 FLEMING 0.86 2.'19 SUPP HOH 372 198'1 BIT 1980 
KY2503 FLEMING 0.00 o. 1'1 SUPP HOH 2'120 198"1 
KY2SO'I FLEMING o.oo o.u SUPP HOI! 2226 198'1 
KY250'1 FLEMING 0.2:2 0.'12: SUPP HOH 222:6 198'1 
KYZSO'I FLEMING 0.'12: 0.60 SUPP HOH 606 198"1 
KY2:505 FLEMING o.oo 0.7'1 SUPP HOH 135 198"1 
KYZS06 FLEMING o.oo 0.08 SUPP 
KY2:507 FLEMING 0.00 0.15 SUPP HOH 
KY2:508 FLEMING o.oo 0.10 SUPP 
KY%510 FLEMING 0.00 0.50 SUPP HOH 
KY 1 GREENUP 0.00 1.2:0 SP ••• 1057 1983 BIT 1983 11-09-8'1 3.5 3.5 1." GOOD KY 1 GREENUP 1.2:0 "-00 SP FAS 961 1983 BIT 1983 11-09-8'1 3.5 3.5 1." GOOD 
KY 1 GREENUP '1.00 9.30 SP FAS 961 1983 BIT 1972 11-09-8"1 2.8 2.5 0." FAIR R85 
KY 1 GREENUP 9.30 9.59 SP FAS 961 1983 BIT 1976 11-09-8"1 2.1 2.0 -0.1 POOR R85 
KY 1 GREENUP 9.59 10.93 SP FAS 1Cf6'1 1983 BIT 1976 11-09-8'1 2-" 2." 0.2 FAIR R85 
KY 1 GREENUP 10.93 11.'1'1 SP FAS 1'16"1 1983 BIT 1976 11-09-8'1 3.1 2.9 0.? GOOD 
KY 1 GREENUP 11 .'1'1 12:.85 SP FAS 2018 1983 BIT 1976 11-09-8'1 •• o 3.1 0.? GOOD 
KY 1 GREENUP 12.85 1"1.68 SP FAS 1782: 1983 BIT 1981 11-09-8"1 3.2 3.0 0.? GOOD 
KY 1 GREENUP 1"1.68 16.51 SP ••• Z'ISS 1983 BIT 1981 11-09-8"1 3.3 3.1 0.8 GOOD KY 1 GREENUP 16.51 17.19 SP FAS 298"1 1983 BIT 1981 11-09-8'1 •• 3 3.6 0.9 GOOD 
KY 1 GREENUP 17.19 17.3'1 SP FAS BIT 1981 11-09-8'1 o.o •• 9 
KY • GREENUP 0.00 1.88 ss FAS 
.,.. 1983 BIT 198Z 1G-02:-8'1 3.6 3.6 1.6 0000 
KY • GREENUP 1.88 '1.71 ss FAS 87'1 1983 BIT 1982 1Q-02-8'1 3-" 3.5 1." GOOD KY 2 GREENUP '1.?1 6.20 ss FAS 956 1983 BIT 198Z 1G-OZ-S'i 3-" 3." 1.3 GOOD 
KY • GREENUP 6.20 
,_.., ss FAS 508 1983 BIT 19"17 1G-OZ-8'1 2-" •• 8 0.6 F.O.Hc 
KY 2 GREENUP ?.87 10.31 ss FAS 712: 1983 BIT 197? 1G-02-8'1 2.5 •• 8 0.5 FAIR. 
KY 2 GREENUP 10.31 15.'15 ss FAS 1037 1983 BIT 197? 1G-02-8'1. 2-3 2.5 0.2 FAIR 
KY 2 GREENUP 15.'15 16.8'1 ss FAS 16ZS 1983 BIT 197? 1G-02:-8'f 1.9 •• o -0.'1 POOR 
KY 2 GREENUP 16.8'( 17.19 ss FAS 2175 1983 BIT 197? 1G-02-8'1 2.9 •• 8 0.5 FAIR 
KY 5 GREENUP o.oo 0."19 ss FAU 5125 198'1 1983 
KY 
' 
GREENUP 0.00 1.2:'1 ss FAS 698 1983 OGFC 197" 1G-OZ-8'1 3-" 3.5 1.5 GOOD 
KY 
' 










8.65 ss FAS 89'1 1983 BIT 197? 1Q-02:-8't 2.9 2.9 0.9 GOOD 
KY 
' 
GREENUP 8.65 12:.95 ss ••• 679 1983 BIT 197? 1G-02:-8't ••• 3.0 0.9 GOOD KY 
' 
GREENUP 12.95 16.66 ss FAS 1198 1983 OGFC 1975 16-02-B"i ••• 
··" 
0.1 FAIR R85 
KY 
' 
GREENUP 16.66 18.76 ss FAS 1875 1983 OGFC 1975 1Q-02:-8'1 1.9 1.8 -o.5 POOR RSS 
KY 
' 
GREENUP 18.?6 19.98 ss FAS 5056 1983 OGFC 1975 1Q-OZ-8'1 2.1 1.8 -0.? POOR R85 
KY 
' 
GREENUP 19.98 2:0.28 SUPP FAS 5056 1983 
KY 10 GREENUP o.oo 3.-0'1 SP FAP '1975 1983 BIT 197? 1Q-31-81.f •• 6 2.6 0.1 FAIR 
us 23 GREENUP 0.00 0.30 SP FAP 30827 198'( BIT 1968 1Q-31-81.f 3.? "·0 1.0 GOOD 
us 23 GREENUP 0.30 o.so SP FAP 2:0'188 198'1 BIT 1968 1G-31-8'1 .. , 
"·· 
1.0 GOOD 
us 23 GREENUP 0.50 0.90 SP FAP 2:Clf88 191!1:"1 BIT 1963 1Q-31-8'i 3.5 3.? o.8 GOOD 
us •• GREENUP 0.90 1.22: SP FAP 2:0'188 198'f BIT 1970 1G-31-8'f 3.? 3.7 1.0 GOOD us 23 GREENUP 1.2:2 1.8'( SP FAP 20525 198'1 BIT 1970 1G-31-8'1 3.6 3.8 ••• GOOD us 23 GREENUP 1.8'1 2.oo SP FAP 18091 198"1 BIT 1970 1G-31-8't o.? 1.8 -2:.0 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 2.00 3.08 SP FAP 18091 198'f BIT.IPCC 1979 1Q-31-8lf .. , 2.6 -o. 1 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 3.08 3.20 SP FAP 12:610 198"1 BIT.IPCC 1979 1G-31-8'1 •• 5 2.0 -0.7 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 3.2:0 '1.10 SP FAP 12610 198lf BIT 1976 1G-31-8'1 •• 7 1.7 -1.0 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP '1.10 "1.51 SP FAP 113ZZ 198lf BIT 1976 1Q-31-8'1 1.8 2.8 -0.9 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP '1.51 7.58 SP FAP 12360 1981 BIT 1976 10-31-8'1 ••• 
··" 
-0.3 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP ?.58 8.06 SP FAP 1086"1 198'1 BIT 1975 1Q-31-8'1 1.? 2.1 -1.0 POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 8.06 10.25 SP FAP 12:778 1983 BIT 1975 16-31-8'1 z.o 2.5 -0.? POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 10.2:5 11.18 SP FAP 12365 198'f SIT. 19?5 1Q-31-8'f 3.1 •• o -0.7 ·POOR 
us 23 GREENUP 11.18 12:.60 SP FAP 8896 198'1 BIT 11r73 1G-31-8'1 ••• Z.1 -o.6 POOR 
EXISTING 
LAYER THICKNESSES OVERLAY THICKNESS 
TEST (INCHES) RECOMHENDATOPHS 
ION JJ.\TE AC DGA 8-YEAR EAL' s (INCHES) 
., 
est 9-:! G-84 5.50 8.00 680,000 2 .ltl 
5-3-84 5.50 8.00 548,000 2.25* 
9-26-84 6.50 12.00 2,300,000 2.35 
9-26-84 6.50 12.00 2,300,000 2.68 
9-26-84 6.50 12.00 2,200,000 l. 79 
9-26-84 6.50 12.00 2,200,000 2.15 
9-26-84 6.50 12.00 1,400,000 0.39 
9-26-84 6.50 12.00 1,400,000 1.45 
9-26-84 6.50 12.00 1,300,000 l. 76 
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OYD G. POORE 
SecRETARY 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
TRANSPORTATION CABINET 
FRANKFORT. KENTUCKY 40622 
October 29, 1984 
Dr. Robert C. Deen, Director 
Kentucky Transportation Research Program 
College of Engineering 
University of Kentucky 
533 South Limestone Street 
Lexington, KY 40506-0043 
Subject: Greenup County - US 23 
Dear Bob: 
From MP 3.076 to 20.2 
Nicholas County - US 68 
From MP i0.42 to Robertson Co. Line n1P 12.211) 
MARTHA LAYNE COLLINS 
GovERNOR 
In August 1984, you were requested to perform structural evaiuation 
of the subject AC pavements. The applicable EAL estimates for the 8-year 
load life are summarized on the attached tabulations. The calculation 
sheets are also attached. 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 
RLR:JSD:kss 
Attachments 





R. L. Rizenbergs, P.E. 
Associate Assistant State Highway 
Engineer for Pavement Management 
State Highway Engineer's Office 
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Field· Trip Report 
Pavement Rehabilitation and Design Team 
Kentucky Review 
by 
Reuben S. Thomas 
.Paul Teng 
Tom Everett 
November 18, 1985 
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Purpose of Trip 
To meet with Region 4, Kentucky Division, and Kentucky Department of Transportation 
for a review of I-64 and U.S. Route 23 in Kentucky on November 13-14, 1985. 
Contacts 
Kentucky Department of Transportation: 
Gene 8. Drake 
Harrison Evans 
A. 8. Magee 
Edward L. Minter 
David Hughes 
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Materials 
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Regional Pavement Specialist 
Pavement Branch, Engineering 
Management and Contract 
Administration Branch, Highway 
Operations 
Highway Engineer Trainee 
This field review consisted of a review of a recent concrete pavement restoration 
(CPR) project and a potential concrete pavement rehabilitation project on I-64 and a 
25 mile potential rehabilitation project on a 4-lane divided flexible pavement on 
U.S. Route 23 from Ashland to South Portsmouth. In the following sections, the 
pavement projects will be discussed along with recommendations. It should be noted 
that these observations are based upon a limited review. We do not feel that we can 
briefly examine a pavement in a short time and give the State the ultimate solution 
for a problem its engineers have been investigating for many months. We would like 
to provide an outside opinion and items for consideration that may be beneficial to 
the State in determining its final rehabilitation strategy. 
For any pavement rehabilitation project, the States are encouraged to follow the 
approach for an engineering and economic analysis as outlined in Mr. Barnhart's 
November 15, 1983, memorandum. Briefly, this includes the following steps: 
a) Establish existing condition of pavement. 
b) Identify distress. 
c) Determine causes of distress. 
d) Develop feasible alternatives. 
e) Conduct economic (life cycle cost) and engineering 
analysis of each alternative. 
f) Select most appropriate alternative. 
g) Design rehabilitation alternative. 
h) Follow-up evaluation. 
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IV. Project Review 
A. I-64 from U.S. Route 60 to 1-75 
This is a 10-inch meshed reinforced portland cement concrete pavement with a 
50-foot joint spacing and dowels on a 6-inch dense graded limestone aggregate 
subbase over a 2-foot limestone rock subgrade. The shoulder is 2 inches of 
asphaltic concrete over dense grade aggregate. The project was opened to 
traffic in 1973. 
There is transverse mid-slab cracks throughout the project. Approximately 
40 percent of the panels have one or more cracks. The cracks are spalled and 
several of the observed cracks were faulted in the range of l/4 to 3/16 inches. 
The transverse joints are in good condition. The joint sealant is 
deteriorating. There was some indication from the State representatives that 
the joints are not working. Our observations confirmed that the width of joint 
was consistent throughout and there has not been much movement. The 
longitudinal joint was not sealed and there was a drop-off at the edge of the 
shoulder. The ride is satisfactory and outside of the transverse mid-slab 
cracks, the concrete is sound. 
The State is faced with the problem of whether to rehabilitate this project now 
or let it go for a few more years. As a rule of thumb, the State does CPR on 
projects when the cost is less than $300,000 per mile. 
It is our belief that it is not feasible to repair all of the mid-slab cracks. 
It is recommended that the State closely monitor the cracks throughout this 
section over the next year. If the majority of cracks stay tightly closed as 
now exists, then the State may want to consider repairing only the faulted 
cracks. However, if more cracks open up and fault, then it would be feasible to 
let the pavement deteriorate further over the next few years before initiating a 
major reconstruction project such as recycling, structural overlay, or crack and 
seat. 
Since the transverse joints looked like they have not worked since the original 
construction, any repair work on the 50-foot long slab should carefully consider 
the consequences of re-establishing slab continuity. If the joints are not 
functional, crack repair of full depth patching without allowing movement could 
turn the pavement into a CRCP. However, the steel percentage in the exist1ng 
pavement is not adequate for a CRCP to function. Therefore, the repaired slab 
could create further new transverse cracks. 
There was a comment made during our review that the installation of underdrains 
might be feasible. The Team did not observe any pumping and believes that 
underdrains are not warranted at this time. The team was advised by the State 
engineers that Monsanto type of edge drain was installed in an adjacent CPR 
Section (item B below). Thus far the drainage system is working. The State may 
wish to seal the longitudinal shoulder joint for this section and study the 
moisture related distress indicators (such as pumping, faulting, etc.) of the 
two pavement sections. 
B. I-64 from U.S. Route 50 at Mt. Sterling to Route 799 
This is a 32-mile concrete pavement rehabilitation. The original pavement was a 
10-inch meshed reinforced jointed concrete pavement on a 6-inch dense graded 
limestone base on earth subgrade. The joint spacing was 50-feet and has dowels. 
The asphalt concrete shoulders are in good condition. 
c. 
3 
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This CPR project included sealing the joints, installing'"underdrains .(l~efl3aRte 
·~ype), full depth PCC patching, and spa 11 repair. The project was just 
completed this year. 
The pavement ride was satisfactory; however, some patches were rough. There 
were a few places where the pavement had broken up in swelling clay areas and 
asphalt concrete patches have been installed. . , . fkt!- a, . 6.HJU 
U.S. Route 23 from Milepost 3.1 just north of AstilaAd north to Milepost 28.8 at 
South Portsmouth. 
The attached map shows the route location and provides data on Federal-Aid 
project number, contractor, award date, and typical section. The projects along 
this route were constructed between 1972 and 1976. The typical section for this 
4-lane divided flexible highway averages l-inch bituminous surface, 5 1/2-inches 
bituminous base, and 10-inches dense graded aggregate. Slag and limestone 
aggregate were used throughout the length of these projects. Sections of the 
route have been covered with between 1 and 3 applications of chip seal over the 
past few months. There are also several bituminous maintenance patches. The 
shoulders consist of untreated aggregate. 
Prior to the chip seal, there were transverse cracks throughout the project on a 
regular pattern of 30-50 feet. In areas not covered by chip seal, these cracks 
were still visible and in many cases have deteriorated under loading to form 
block-like crack patterns. These cracks are frequent and severe. 
There also exists longitudinal cracks and block cracks in the wheelpaths. The 
right lane is also rutted severely in several locations. 
The chip seal has worn off in many places, creating slick places in the 
wheelpath. The chip seal over the sections of open graded friction course 
between mileposts 17.7 and 20.3 looks good. However, in most cases the cracks 
are reflecting through the chip seal. 
Between mileposts 20.3 and 22.4, there are no transverse cracks visible in 
either the northbound or southbound roadways. There are longitudinal cracks due 
to loading in the southbound lanes. It should be noted that this section has 
limestone in dense graded aggregate base, bituminous base and surface courses. 
A meeting was held on the night of November 13 to present the viewpoints of the 
different offices of the State as to the reasons behind the deterioration of 
this pavement. It was generally agreed that the longitudinal block cracking and 
rutting was due to loading. This route, especially the northbound lanes, have 
been subjected to extreme truck loadings from coal trucks. Overloaded trucks 
are not uncommon on this route. 
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One individual noted that during construction in sections where the limestone 
dense graded subbase sections, the limestone was deficient in the minus 
200 sieve. This difference was made up by the addition of flyash. He noted 
that the flyash may have set up with the limestone creating a semi-rigid base 
which had a crack pattern similar to rigid pavements and which reflected through 
the flexible surface. Flyash was also added to the slag dense graded aggregate 
base. 
It was indicated that since the freeze in 1977, they have been seeing more 
transverse cracking. One individual stated that the transverse cracking is due 
to temperature cracking and that this is not restricted to this project, but is 
common throughout the State. 
A detailed analysis by Mr. James Havens is attached. 
The Team noted a distinct difference betwen the sections with limestone 
aggregate and slag aggregate. It is possible that this factor in combination 
with temperature cracking can explain the severe transverse c'racking that exists 
along this route. It is recommended that investigation trenches be cut at 
several locations for two reasons: First, to determine if rutting is limited to 
the surface layer and is not associated with deformation of the dense graded 
aggregate base; secondly, to determine if.the transverse cracks are reflecting 
up from the dense graded aggregate base. Trenches should be cut both in the 
slag aggregate and limestone aggregate sections. 
In addition, it was suggested that a detailed crack survey be conducted to 
determine which material has the worst condition. The Team concurs in this 
suggestion. 
Roadrater readings have been taken on this route from milepost 3.1 to 
milepost 20. 24. Using Kentucky's design procedure, overlay thicknesses between 
2.7 and 0.4 inches have been determined. It is recommended that roadrater 
readings be taken for the remaining portion of the project. 
From the Team's observation, it is felt that any overlay of less than 3 inches 
on the severely cracked section is not feasible. There are sections that are 
not cracked badly where a thinner overlay may be satisfactory, but for the 
majority of the route, a thicker overlay seems justified. 
It was discussed if additional chip seals should be applied to untreated 
sections to seal cracks. It was indicated that l-inch of bituminous overlay 
could be placed for the price of a chip seal. 
A typical practice in adjacent States like North Carolina that have experienced 
similar rutting and cracking problems is to mill off a layer of the distressed 
old pavement and replace it with a thicker structural overlay. Using the 
Falling Weight Deflectometer, North Carolina was able to determine that the 
milled off 2.5 inch old pavement was structurally equivalent to approximately l 
inch of new pavement. 
5 
There was some indication that the State did not want to mill off the recently 
placed chip seal. However, this is a feasible alternative, especially for 
sections where chip seals has not been placed. 
The following are possible rehabilitation alternatives to consider: 
(1) Asphalt concrete overlay. 
(2) Mill off 1-2 inches and place asphalt concrete overlay. 
(3) Recycle. 
(4) Unbonded PCC overlay. 
In addition, it was noted that the shoulders along this project are not 
surfaced. For a route with this traffic, the Team recommends a higher type 
shoulder of acceptable geometric standards, i.e. 10-foot asphalt concrete 
shoulders. 
The project along this 25-mile section are in different stages of deterioration. 
Several different alternatives may be feasible. It is known that as a pavement 
deteriorates, it costs more to repair. Some of these projects need corrective 
work to prevent further deterioration. It is recommended that corrective action 
be taken on the worst section as soon as possible. 
V. Closing Remarks 
During the field trip, we observed a close working relationship between our Division 
Office and the State, and also among all the various offices in the State 
transportation department. Everybody is interested in how to improve the 
performance of the pavements and what has caused the distress thus far. We think 
this spirit of cooperation is excellent and we look forward to continuing to work 
with the State and our field offices whenever we can provide assistance. 
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KENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
November 8, 1985 
Mr. C. S. Layson, P.E. 
Assistant State Highway Engineer 
Bureau of Highways 
Department of Transportation 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40622 
Subject: Pavement Inspection Team; c. S. Layson, 
A. B. Magee, E. B. Drake, J. H. Havens, 
October 10, 1985, US23, Ashland-South 
Shore (Portsmouth). 
Dear Mr. Layson: 
College of Engineering 
Transportation Research Building 
533 South Limestone 
Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0043 
Telephone: 606-257-4513 
H-2-89 
Two types of defects were obvious: rutting and transverse cracking. 
The rutting was directly and irrefutably caused by extremely heavy 
trucks hauling coal to Portsmouth (and beyond). The hauling extends 
from Louisa and points in Martin, Johnson, and perhaps Floyd Counties. 
Hauling here was interrupted only by closure of the suspension bridge 
(for re-cabling, in 1978-1979) at South Shore. The transverse cracking 
is not associated with loading. A highway bridge crossing Greenup Dam 
will be opening soon, and coal truck traffic may cross the River at that 
point rather than at South Shore. 
The rutting is systematic and can be modeled by computer programs 
presently at hand. The pavement structures were tested last year and 
processed through other programs to determine overlay requirements. 
Those requirements were in the order of 1.5 inches to extend the service 
life another eight years. Milling or leveling and wedging would be 
required to correct the rutting. 
Rutting varies along the road and is a maximum of about 1.5 inches. 
Numerous coal-hauling trucks have plied the road. Each truck makes the 
rut a little deeper. The deformation (non-recoverable shear) occurs in 
the upper 3 to 5 inches of the asphaltic concrete. This has been 
demonstrated by trenching and inspecting exposed cross sections of the 
pavements. The most recent case ,,as the Purchase Parkway (Ref. Research 
Report UKTRP-84-28). Just previous to that was US23, just north of 
Louisa ((Research Report UKTRP-84-1; "Rutting: A Case Study (US23; 1.5 
miles north of Louisa)), January 1984. Prior histories are given there 
also. Coal trucks now are reportedly hauling 60 to 80 tons (payload) 
per trip. Most recently they caused rutting on a new section of US23, 
between Lowmansville and Louisa. 
Transverse cracking persisted throughout. The frequency ranged between 
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16 and 57 per mile; thus, the interval ranged between 330 feet and 92.6 
feet. It is theorized that the interval is governed by the tensile 
strength of the pavement at the first onset of critical shrinkage. 
Shrinkage, here, is due to thermal contraction. Temperature cracking is 
probably more the rule than the exception in Kentucky. A case in point 
is the Purchase Parkway (reported in 1984). Of course, the spacing 
varies from place to place, and the width of the cracks varies. 
The horizontal tensile force in a pavement is F =~A, where 
~ = tensile stress, A= say 1 sq. ft. or 144 sq. i~s. The resistance 
to sliding (that is the force of friction) is given by F = fWL, 
where H is the weight in pounds of a 1-ft cube of paveme~t and L is the 
length of pavement. Equating forces: 
~A= fWL 
A= 144 sq. ins. 
W = 144 lbs/cu.ft. 
f = approximately 1 
L = ~ 
Therefore, the maximum crack spacing is 21; and L, in feet, is 
numerically equal to the tensile strength of the pavement in pounds per 
square inch (psi). 
Sixteen cracks per mile gives a spacing of 330 ft.; L = 165ft. and~, 
therefore, would be 165 psi. Sixty cracks per mile gives a spacing of 
88 ft.; L = 44 ft., and ~ = 44 psi. 
Hhy is there such a great difference in tensile strength? Shouldn't 
these pavements have about the same tensile strengths? Yes, they have 
about the same strengths at low temperatures; but that strength (about 
400 psi) is greater than these strengths. Consequently these cracks 
occurred at more moderate temperatures -- perhaps well above moderate 
temperatures-- perhaps even warmer temperatures. 
It is believed that close-spaced cracks occurred during daily cycling 
of temperatures in the fall season. The longer-spaced cracks occurred 
during a cooler period. Differences in properties of the pavements 
surely influenced the patterns. 
Some cracks seemed older and wider than others. The pavements are old 
enough to present mature crack patterns, but the development of them is 
lost history. 
The pavement is not failing at the cracks. This means that the 
structure has not been greatly weakened by them or that it needs more 
overlayment over the cracks. The most significant consideration, 
therefore, seems to be the problem of reflection cracking of any 
overlayment. It seems unlikely that any way will be found to prevent 
the cracks from reflecting through. They might be routed and sealed 
later if they are considered to be offensive and unsightly. It is 
important to keep in mind that the purposes of overlayment are to 
correct for rutting and to extend the service life according to 
projected traffic. 
We could have entitled this report "The Reality of Cracks." 
Temperature cracking is the principal subject. Expounding further: Are 
cracks predictable? Yes, they occur almost everywhere unless very soft 
asphalts are used. Is the spacing of the cracks predictable? Yes, if 
the tensile strength is known, the equation already cited applies very 
well. A single reference suffices as an independent, state-of-the-art 
treatise. It is: "Prediction of Temperature Cracking at Low 
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Temperatures;" by B. E. Ruth, L. A. K. Bloy, and A. A. Avital; 
Proceedings, Association of Asphalt Paving Technologists, Vol. 51, 1982. 
The section from Sta. 440 to 687 + 48.76 (equals 580 + 73.93 ahead) and 
to Sta. 851 contains limestone aggregate in the bituminous concretes and 
in the DCA bases. This appears to be the area where the crack interval 
was 88 ft. All other sections contained slag in the bituminous base and 
surface. This is where the close-spacing occurred. Why does slag cause 
the difference? It has been known for a long time that slags tending to 
be vesicular absorb oils from the asphalt binder, and that causes drying 
and hardening of the asphalt. It is not known how much shrinkage 
accompanies the process. It is possible that some warm temperature 
fracturing ensues and weakens the tensile properties of the pavement. 
Otherwise, the crack spacing would or should be about the same as in the 
limestone sections. 
At some cracks, it appeared that "necking down," a phenomenon 
accompanying ductile fracture, had occurred. 
Illustrative photographs are attached hereto. 
The all-limestone sections run from Ky 827, down river to Sta. 440. 
There are two sections downstream (to Sta. 206) which contain limestone 
in the DCA. Also, there are two sections upstream which contain 
limestone in the DCA. If these sections are found to have crack-spacing 
similar to the all-limestone sections, the influence could be attributed 
commonly to the DCA bases. Oo the other hand, if the spacings differ, 
the difference could be attributed altogether to the slag aggregate as 
described previously. 
If the all-slag sections differ from the sections with limestone DCA 
bases, those differences would be attributable to the slag DCA. Slag is 
known to have some cementitious qualities and could act somewhat like a 
weak, cementrated aggregate base or "soil-cement" base (tend to crack at 
fairly close spacing). 
Detailed surveys are neeoed to resolve the foregoing questions. 
Sealcoats and overlayments may now obscure the data. 
Road Rater deflection tests were made September 26, 1984. Traffic 
estimates were made 8 years forward, and overlay requirements were 
determined and reported (by Gary Sharpe, Nov. 30, 1984). Copies of 
those items are appended and made a part hereof. (Note: EWL's/32= 
EAL's) 
Meanwhile, double and perhaps triple chip seals have been applied over 
portions of the road, and full-width overlayment (patching) were being 
marked for immediate lay-dmm on other portions farther toward South 
Shore. The thicknesses of these overlayments would surely exceed one 
inch and probably equal 1.5 inches in the wheel paths. These overlays, 
therefore, could approach the thicknesses of overlay required by the 
analyses of Road Rater data, as reported by Sharpe. 
At present, there seems to be both advantages and disadvantages to 
re-doing Road Rater tests (winter approaching). Design has new 
estimates of traffic (EWL's) to extend service life 20 years hence. 
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Although overlay requirements could be read from Sharpe's graphs 
(attached); Sharpe, at this writing, has been requested to submit a 
proposal for the additional work. His proposal will precede or 
accompany this report. 
cc: E. B. Drake 
A. B. Magee 
Attachments 
, •• , •• .,"n' ·~"d;..,~z:...,.:-e-.e-.-4:--\ 
James H. Havens, P.E. 
Associate Director 
Rutting: Section Chip-Sealed Previously; Depth 
Nominally 1.5 inches; Inner Lane not Rutted; 
Facing South Shore (10-10-85) 
Cracking: Example of Prominent Crack; 
Section Chip-Sealed; Not Bleeding (10-10-85) 
Section toward South Shore; Chip-Sealed 
Aggregate Loss Seems Extensive (10-10-85) 
KENTUCKY TRANSPORTATION RESEARCH PROGRAM 
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY 
March 31, 1986 
Mr. E. B. Drake, P.E. 
Transportation Engineering Branch Manager 
Division of Design 
Department of Highways 
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40622 
Dear Mr. Drake: 
Subject: Transmittal of Overlay Thickness Recommendations 
US 23, Greenup County: MP 6.0 to MP 28.8 
College of Engineering 
Transportation Research Building 
533 South Limestone 
texington, Kentucky 40506-0043 
Telephone: 606-257-4513 
Enclosed are two tables summar1z1ng the findings of overlay 
thickness design recommendations for the subject sections of US 23 in 
Greenup County. Thickness design recommendations were determined for 
each of ten sections for each of the northbound and southbound 
directions. 
Overlay thickness calculations were determined on the basis of 
resilient modulus testing of asphaltic concrete cores obtained in the 
field, deflection testing using the KTRP Model 400 Road Rater, and in-
place and laboratory California Bearing Ratio (CBR) test conducted on 
in-situ materials in the field and "bag samples" of sub grade and dense 
graded aggregate (DGA) samples obtained from the two "trenches" cut in 
the field, 
The findings and analysis procedures for the above tests will be 
summarized in a report currently being prepared. Completion is expected 
within the next four to five weeks. Following are some general 
conclusions and recommendations which will be presented and supported in 
the aforementioned report: 
1. Thickness design recommendations are presented in the attached 
tables. 




thickness of asphaltic concrete surfacing is 
for all sections even though structural 
indicate no need for overlay from a structural 
Resurfacing is recommended because of the 
1 
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observed cracking throughout the entire area. Much of the 
observed cracking is thought to be temperature-related and 
not structurally related. Deflection testing apparently 
support this conclusion. Resilient moduli testing indicate 
relatively stiff and brittle asphaltic concrete material which 
may also contribute to the observed cracking. The relatively 
high resilient moduli (400 ksi to 1000 ksi) also apparently 
contributes to the low deflections and apparent stiff 
structural conditions. An BOth percentile resilent modulus of 
490 ksi was determined for resilient modulus tests. A design 
resilient modulus of 480 ksi was selected, Deflection 
measurements were used in combination with resilient moduli 
for each design section to determine the design subgrade 
modulus for each section. Design moduli were verified by 
findings from destructive evaluations of materials and in-
place CBR tests. 
3. A crack-relief layer of some type is recommended for placement 
between the existing surface and the overlay thickness. The 
crack relief layer is recommended because of the observed 
cracking in the existing pavement surface and the potential 
for reflective cracking in the asphaltic concrete overlay. 
This may present a good opportunity for experimentation with 
the use of the polymer asphalt and aggregate layer which has 
been used with some apparent success on the pozzolanic base 
sections of the Man-0-War Boulevard in Lexington. 
Please contact this office if additional information is required or 
if additional evaluations are required. 
GWS:gws 
Enclosures 
cc: C. S. Layson 
B, L. Wheat 
H, Evans 
R. L. Ri zenbergs 
J. H. Havens 
R. c. Deen 
2 
Sincerely, 
~~~) 1 il~ 
Gary W. Sharpe, P.E. 
Chief Research Engineer 
TABLE 1: OVERLAY THICKNESS DESIGN RECOMMENDATIONS 
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28.6 10.2 6.5 
28.3 10.1 6.5 
41.6 16.0 6.5 
34.8 12.8 6.5 
33.3 12.2 6.5 
26.6 9.3 6.5 
43.9 17.1 6.5 
32.2 11.8 6.5 
32.2 11.8 6.5 
34.8 12.8 6.5 
48.1 18.7 6.5 
9. 0 2. 5 
11.0 2.0 
11.0 o.o 
g. 0 1. 5 
12.0 0.5 
9. 5 2. 0 
9. 5 o. 0 
9.5 1.0 
9. 5 2. 0 
9.5 1.0 
13.0 o.o 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Eac = Modulus of Elasticity For Asphaltic Concrete 
Edga = Modulus of Elasticity For Dense Graded Aggregate 
Esub = Modulus of Elasticity For Subgrade 
Tac = Thickness of Existing Asphaltic Concrete 
Tdga = Thickness of Existing Dense Graded Aggregate 
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Edga = Modulus of Elasticity For Dense Graded Aggregate 
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INTER-OFFICE MEMO TC 10-200 
I /84 
C. Lexlie Dawson 
llt.MtOJOG~OOK COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
TRANSPORTATION CABINET 
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40622 
MARTHA lAYNE COLLINS 
GovERNOR SECRETARY 
MEMO TO: George Asbury, Director 
Division of Maintenance 
ATTENTION: Harrison Evans, Assistant Director 
Division of Maintenance 
FROM: Ed Minter 
DATE: February 7, 1986 
SUBJECT: Recommendation for U.S.-23 Segment 
between:M.P. 3.1 and M.P. 28.8 
- Exclude from the section referenced above the areas that 
were paved last year. The section of open-graded pavement that 
was chip-sealed last year could be delayed for a year or two. A 
second chip-seal course could extend its service life for several 
years. 
I recommend that as a first action all pot-holes that have 
formed be repaired. As the second effort I recommend that all 
cracks that are larger than 1/8 inch be filled with polymerized 
emulsion CCRS-2S) and blotted with No. 8 or 9 M slag aggregate. 
After the emulsion has cured the excess aggregate should be swept 
or vacuumed off the pavement. Traffic could then be allowed to 
use the lane. Obviously only one lane could be sealed at a time in 
order not to disrupt the flow of traffic. 
After all cracks larger than 1/8 inch are filled I recommend 
that a chip-seal application be applied. This would provide a filler, 
sealer, a.nd some stress relief to future bituminous overlays. The 
polymerized emulsion (CRS-2S) should be applied at .45 gallons per 
square yard followed by sufficient No. 8 or 9 M stone to cover the 
emulsion one (1) stone thick. Rolling of the aggregate chip should 
be accomplished by pneumatic tired rollers at a maximum speed of 5 
miles per hour for a minimum of three passes. The first pass must 
be made immediately behind the aggregate spreader. No more than 5-8% 
excess aggregate should be applied. All excess stone should be 
swept off after the emulsion has cured. This is important as a 
safety precaution and to keep the unbonded aggregate from dislodging 
the bonded aggregate. 
Harrison Evans 
February 7, 1986 
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After all loose aggregate has been removed I recommend 
placement of enough bituminous hot mix to fulfill the recommen-
dation made by Gary Sharp. 
The sand asphalt section at Southshore does not show as 
much distress as other sections. To simply seal the existing 
cracks would suffice. The cracks could be sealed as described 
earlier except that a smaller slag aggregate than an 8 or 9 M 
could be used to reduce the bump height over cracks. 
I am attaching a summary of our study of u.s. 23 M.P. 
3.1 to M.P. 28.8. 
Attachment 




SUMMARY OF STUDY OF U.S. 23 
from 
ASHLAND M.P. 3.1 
to 
SOUTHSHORE M.P. 28.8 
In early 1985 an effort was begun to save portions of U.S. 23 
from further severe damage caused by many factors but mostly by water 
and heavy loads. It was important to keep the expense of those main-
tenance activities as low as possible. The monetary figures that I 
remember was about $400,000 maximum available funds. 
It was decided that a polymerized emulsion chip-seal would be 
employed to try to fill as many cracks as possible. As many as three 
chip-seal applications were required to fill some cracked areas. After 
the chip-seal a hot-mix surface course was applied at thicknesses of 
1-3 inches. Obviously there was not enough money available to treat 
the entire 10 miles of pavement that was in the poorest condition. We 
therefore treated the worst sections first which meant treating the 
outside lane with chip-seal and covering only part of the chip-seal 
with hot-mix bituminous pavement. At present I feel the work done to 
have been successful. 
We now are looking at the remainder of the roadway on U.S. 23 
as identified by the subject mile points. Collectively I hope we can 
formulate the best maintenance strategy possible. 
My recommendation must begin with the existing cracks. Before 
any subsequent work all cracks should be sealed or filled. I realize 
the difficulty involved in accomplishing a seal of pavement cracks but 
they should at least be filled. If we use a polymerized emulsion crack 
sealer and chip I believe we have an excellent opportunity of sealing 
as well as filling the cracks on u.s. 23. The openness of"the slag 
particles that compose the old cracked pavement should have a high af-
finity for asphalt. The added resistance to cold temperature cracking 
of the polymerized emulsion residue should also retard recurrence of the 
old cracks. It would be impossible to individually seal all cracks on 
U.S. 23 but the ones that are one eighth inch or larger should be at-
tempted. The smallest cracks could be adequately filled by chip-sealing 
the entire width of pavement after the large cracks and pot-holes are 
first filled. After the final chip-seal with polymerized emulsion is 
complete I recommend waiting for at least one year before further re-
habilitation of the pavement is attempted.· The reason for this delay 
would be to identify those cracks, pot-holes, and weak spots that need 
more attention prior to overlaying with a new bituminous surface course. 
Gary Sharp is trying to determine the pavement's present load 
bearing capacity in order to calculate the depth of bituminous concrete 
overlay needed to bring the pavement back to required strength. 
The Division of Materials took the pavement cores for Gary and 
at the same time we also took 27 additional cores in an effort to learn 
more about the failures on U.S. 23. 
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Mr. Havens calculated the occurrence of cracks on U.S. 23 to 
have a spacing of 88 feet. Actual observation will corroborate the 
numbers of 30-50 feet as stated by the Pavement Rehabilitation and 
Design Team's review made on November 14, 1985. After having observ-
ed many sections of the pavement I find that the first transverse 
cracks were probably spaced 30-50 feet apart but subsequent cracking 
is more random and the total cracks are often no farther apart than 
2-4 feet. Generally, I found that the cracks could be placed in three 
categories. The first transverse cracks to form were caused by shrink-
age or contraction of the pavement. The first cracks probably were 
clean breaks through all layers of pavement. These breaks occurred 
much like you would expect concrete cracks to form if no saw joints 
were made. The second cracks to form were generally parallel to the 
shrinkage cracks and were probably caused by constant traffic stress. 
Generally these cracks started in the surface and progressed downward 
as traffic loading and freeze-thaw action widened them. The third 
type of crack can be identified as blocking cracks that formed at right 
angles to the transverse cracks. Their depth is generally shallow and 
more narrow. As these cracks grow wider, deeper, and more numerous the 
D.G.A. is more susceptible to water and traffic damage. These blocking 
cracks are not always parallel to traffic flow but as they become more 
numerous they also become more random and more numerous in the outside 
lane wheel tracks. Add to this the slight rutting in most areas which, 
according to the cores taken, was caused by load deflection and wear 
and you have a collecting point for water. The trenches made by Gary 
Sharp's team showed very little deflection of the D.G.A. but eventually 
the water will begin to erode the D.G.A. allowing the pieces of broken 
pavement to rock under traffic. If a mistake was made last summer on 
the U.S. 23 chip seal and resurfacing effort it was failur~ to first 
fill all cracks larger than 1/8 inch before the first chip seal course 
was applied. By doing so we could have adequately filled most cracks 
with one chip seal course. This would have tied rocking pieces together 
much better. Instead of filling some cracks we bridged them which may 
allow some cracks to come back. 
Many possible reasons were cited for the formation of the cracks 
on U.S. 23. Nearly all of the reasons cited may have contributed. I 
believe that the first transverse cracks were caused by shrinkage of the 
pavement. Decrease in temperature during one or two very cold winters 
or the dry weather during the summers of 1983 and 1984 could have had 
strong shrinking effects on the pavement causing many cracks. I believe 
however that the first cracks formed before these events and possibly 
independant of these factors. I am inclined to agree with David Hughes 
and Larry Epley and cite as the most probable reason the heavy absorption 
of asphalt by the slag particles. Under ultraviolet light the penetration 
of asphalt into the slag was very deep. Nearby 1/8 inch absorption was 
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noted in some core slag particles. Most of the absorption probably 
occurred during mixing and placement of the mix. As the individual 
particles cooled the asphalt was sucked into the particles therefore 
producing a lot of shrinkage stress on the pavement very early in its 
service life. The first cracks may have been unnoticed for years or 
until freeze-thaw action caused further deterioration. Another factor 
that points to the age of the first cracks to form is the rounding of 
the pavement at the crack edge. Since this pavement is so stiff it 
would have taken a long time for traffic to deflect the pavement at 
the crack edge. This factor is more noticeable at M.P. 23 or close to 
Southshore, Ky. the slight depression at the crack is most noticeable 
as a thump-thump while riding in vehicles over the pavement. The 
rounded edges are easy to see when you stop and look more closely at 
the largest transverse cracks. They are noticeable also on the video 
tapes that have been made of the cracks. Havens referred to these as 
"necking down" at the cracks in his report dated November 8, 1985. 
The report by Havens will also explain other factors necessary to an 
understanding of the u.s. 23 cracking problems. 
After looking at the cores, kind of traffic North of Ashland, 
deflection of the bituminous pavement on U.S. 23 at Louisa, Ky., and 
various other pavements exhibiting failures I have concluded that the 
pavement on U.S. 23 may have performed at its peak. It actually per-
formed like a concrete pavement would have performed. The slag absorbed 
a lot of asphalt leaving the pavement very hard and brittle. If the 
asphalt film thickness had remained as thick as when first mixed the 
pavement would have rutted very badly much earlier and required much 
more maintenance. I had originally thought that the slag selectively 
absorbed a fraction of the asphalt ie. the most volatile portion, 
however, after looking at these cores I find that I was wr~ng. The 
slag absorbed the.asphalt without fractionating it. Both sources of 
slag used in the original construction absorbed a lot of asphalt but 
the Northern end appeared to have absorbed the most. The slag parti-
cles in the pavement at Southshore appear to have much larger air 
packets in the aggregate than the south end. Under ultraviolet light 
the absorbed asphalt appears dark rather than the light brown and 
bright yellow that is evident when examining bank gravel or limestone 
asphalt mixes. Mixes that fractionally absorb a part of the asphalt 
film do not have as much cohesion between particles as is exhibited 
by the slag mix on U.S. 23. The asphalt left as film coating on ag-
gregate particles is much more viscous and brittle than it would be if 
the light fractions of asphalt had not been absorbed. On future full 
depth slag mixes it may be advisable to control expected cracking by 
sawing at intervals and sealing the saw cuts with a suitable sealant. 
At present I have many slides, some pictures, several 
tapes and 27 cores that are available to persons who wish to 





Edward L. Minter 
January 31, 1986 
C. LESLIE DAWSON 
SECRETARY 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
TRANSPORTATION CABINET 
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY 40622 
MARTHA LAYNE COLLINS 
GOVERNOR 
AND 
MMISSIONER OF HIGHWAYS November 8, 1985 
Mr. R. E. Johnson, Division Administrator 
Federal Highway Administration 
P. 0. Box 536 
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601 
ATTENTION: Paul Doss 
Dear Mr. Johnson: 
SUBJECT: Pavement Rehabilitation and 
Design Team 
This is to acknowledge that our trip is still scheduled for November 
13-14, 1985, and reservations have been made in Ashland for you and 
those listed below to attend the inspection of sections of US 23. 
Attached is a tabulation of the data we have been able to accumulate 
from our files pertinent to the investigation. I take this opportunity 
to put this in your hands prior to the trip for the purpose of study. 
We plan to leave sometime the 
you later about the exact time. 
this data, or about the trip. 
morning of the 13th, and I will call 
Call if you have questions concerning 
Sincerely, 
R. K. Capito, P.E. 
State Highway Engineer 
5:·B-1~~ 
By: L. S. Blevins, P. E. 
EBD:cjh 
cc: C. S. Layson-w/a 
J. H. Havens-w/a 
Harrison Evans-w/a 
L. E. Jewell-w/a 
Duane Evans-w/a 
E. B. Drake-w/a 
Larry Epley-w/a 
FHWA Files 






CBR = 6 









STA. 728 + 80 IW 14.7 
A.P.D. 537(54) 
A'id. 5-26-72 
2.121 Mi. of 5.116 f·li . 
MARBLE CLIFF QUARRIES 
9" DGA (LS) 
6l" BIT (LS) 
A.P.D. 537(53) 
Awd. 5-26-72 
I. 723 Mi. 
I'ATTS & CALL & 
RR DAWSON 
11" DGA (LS) 




KY ROAD OILING 
11" DGA (LS) 




KY ROAD OILING 
9" DGA (Slag) 




























To: James H. Havens 
Associate Director 
From: David Hunsucker 
Research Engineer Associate 
Date: 30 May 1986 
Subject: Detailed Crack Survey - - u. S. 23, Greenup County 
On 17 and 18 March 1986, Kentucky Transportation Research Program 
personnel conducted a detailed crack survey encompassing each design 
section of the subject highway. One thousand foot sections in each 
design section were arbitrarily chosen for the survey. 
A variety of pavement distresses were observed in both the North-
bound and Southbound travel lanes. Those distresses included transverse 
cracks, longitudinal cracks, aligator cracking, edge cracking, raveling, 
bleeding, and pot holes. 
Results of the detailed crack survey, a summary of the distresses 
and photographs taken during the survey are attached. The results of 
this survey will enable one to return to these sites after the 
bituminous overlays have been constructed and determine the time and 
extent of reflective cracking. 
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Section A - SB lanes at 116 ft. 
Section A - SB lanes at 239 ft. 
SECTION A Nor+kf,ovnd 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 









-------- ------- ------- ------- ---------------------------;--------
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;;( 0+3(., A/l:~dor 7' 
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<{ O+ 1'f fr~>...~s ve ..-s e._ !3' 
/ I+- I I I I z 'I' !> 
(o f-t-1'1 II S' 
7 I +::lD II II' 
~ !+SS' II 2 'I' 
1 /+55' 4-1/;7d<>r /D I 
/tJ 1+1.3 -1- ,.,,y,:;I/E-•> e_ l.j' 
I I !+tJie. /I !3' 
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I'd 'J,. ... 53 II G. I 
I q ~HG,9 I I ?{ 
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·v-t ';;2+81.( fro...ns verse- /0 1 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
2) .;1+ gf ::l+-'17 
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Z'3 3 +I '1 
2'1 3+-19 3~23 
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sECTION A- usz:.s"B 
G.e5E""lup Cov>l;y 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
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- .. ,..,, .. £ ~ ... 
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NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
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Section B - SB 1 anes at 195 ft. 
Section B- SB lanes at 486ft. 
o-r3 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
I o+oe 
z O+D!:l D+~Z. 
3 l!:>f 2 5" 
'-/ 6-t-37 




1 Of~ I 1+'1~ 
I'D /+00 
1 I I +-D3 I+ID 
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SECTION B- u.'5. z~ srs MP. ~.0 to 1000 FT "T~ Noil'.. .. T" 
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'12 71-" 'I Tn~WI-.- ~"'"' 2..4 
~3 7+ '?>o 7rut;JNE)Z< ~A/E 7 
'14 71-134- Tli!II1V>vn><~ r-..v . .,' 12. 
f.(5 7+ 'II ,,......,...,.,.,.. ~ • .;< G, 
"" 
8.;-IZ r~ "~· /. I G. 
et? e +''> /,y,.;~ (~"'"'~ \'Z. 
liP. El-t-3~ 7~.ewr- c.-.,. 5 
tf'! 8-t-4Z T-,;v~ Ce..e.c- f~ 
{00 e.,. 51 
-r-.. -- (Mc.r. B 
lot fj r-S"tl T/Zt'WS¥E7>6< ~ (p 
/OZ. 6+-'-f> q.,.,NrM<' ~K ."3 
/05 8+7'S T~Mo~~vElZJC ~ 'ZZ 
/04 8'+80 7-FeO- U...:o:: 1Z 
•o"' 8+87 T-vE1!'!e- l'-v 4 
/0 (, f3-r'f(; -,;. • ! ........ .- 4 
107 9-~-t'Z t-..J.WFIUG ~ 4 
JO/J tfNb t-•IPIG c-.c ZP 
{0"1 'f+ZZ 7.--lu;qC ~ 4 
no f?-tZ7 ~fUilrF~ 14-
Ill "1+40 7-.JVi!IUf' Ce.tu< Z4 
1/Z. '1+1.0 7J(Mify,grF ~K 9 
1/3 'lt-72 7/MNfve'U.!' ~ (p 
It+ qt-78 l"""".rvnur Ce..t:K 14 
SECTION 5.- US'2.:!. $~ 
Glzeeo"'¥' f..<>•o>"TV 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------














f~0'2$C' (-..., 5 
~.fv••••« ~ 4 
i"T-<.--~ .... {"*<¥ 13 


















p- ~ 1 
~-~ ., ¥ 
r 
I 
. T 7A 




1'11· IJ ' l ;>. I .0 
u . ..s. Z.3 &ea.J"'P C~"<'f 







~ • "} 2 3 I 
-5z.1' 
! 
-- 3<>:!1' r 
·~· ~~tf<,', ...,____ 
, 32$ I 
~ 






















(.A.S. 2.3 ~a->"f' G::..i,_. . .-.,, 
j)e"SI~ $6<::n-.J C.. 
So-in'<a..._..,o ~es 
---;z.S 






















- ~ 3fo 
v.,. S. 23 .:;;eee,..~u p C.,.,N"'<'J 
'Des'"'...:> -:5...:.-no....> C 
S,..,·nHlou,...o f...{'...fiiK 





~ td$7 f 
. 
~ G-38 1 
_.,. C.3/ I 
;,....._ ~9", 
·-. S94' 











(A,$ , 23 Gfi!.E'E>'uf' C.,.,;..;y 









-.. 132 'Z. I r 
t---~ 
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-, .............. ,oJ. 
. 11 
.. 







-- ---------·-·---··--·-·--"---~~~...;;r--~,__,,.,,.,""~"~~~~,-_,.;:.,:..N"'-"<""'-"''""'"'-">M...:"'-'-""":.V=o-<, . .:.::o···'-'··'-
1,}, s. 2.3 ~vp Cou""'Y 
DEOSI,.,.._, Sec.-n:CN c. 

















• . .~ ' . ' . . ,. 
---<)DO 10\ 








~ection c- SB 1anes at 135ft.· 
Section C - SB lanes at 779 ft. 
Section C - NB lanes at 26 ft. 
Section C - NB lanes at 977 ft. 
of l 
MP. I'Z.D to /'2..0 i-lt>Do+f. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 




--.Ji/( ------- ---ce;:;;~~-:??f<Tf'"--3-,-;,--- ---------I o-t Z§ 
L otz,- --/-r&~"'5 ve{""se_ 5' 
J 0+7..(., 6+35" If! 1:, o... i-o r 9' 
c(l {!)i-'{ lc fro. '1 S"" ers e.. L I 
) 6tG.D II '7..-1 
(p D+10 0+-'1"7 Lo"'? • fvt(:o...J ?' 
7 ~+'11 1/ 2 I 
'i? 2+77 -l-r<vt5 ,er5e. I , 
1 '1+ 7Cf 1+8? I o" ,,'fud:o._ I ~-
/D &:,+ 7 ( ltlfi"' "'tor (o' 
/I 7+'tb /I 'I' 
/7_ 8'+0</ -fret "'s verse_ .i' 
/) 8"-r.Jo I I "2 I 
['-/ 8-tn I I 2. I 
/) 9t-SO t4f /,·9 ,-k { c; I' 
!(, &'f-Be /on 'J A-vd.·o.. I I I 
;7 <z+ro +r Ct V/'i" {/e. rs (. 
11 CfHo/ (/ 2 I 
11 9+71 II Lj I 
zo 7+77 I I IJ I 
2{ 1nz. /I 7 I 
1-z. Of-t itf I I .J' 
tnd 
SECTION C. U:SZ.~ ~1'3 
Ge lu-p CS.. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
I 0-f 18 
z O-r ?.of 
3 ()-f(pO 
4 0-t 7'5 
5" /+02 
{, 1-ro.tf 
7 It 3~ 
8 If tj(, 
'1 !T-4 {, 
'" 
2+ z. 7 
II 2-t43 
IZ Z-t 47 
I~ 2~4~ 2..-6~ 
N- 2.+81> 
15 2.+ ~0 
!& -z .. q z. ~+(;;>'!> 
t7 3t 'ZI 
18 '3t Zl 3+ '2.- '-
l'i 3-t '23 ;s,. '2:.5 
Zt> 3r33 


























~~ ........ ~~ 
,o_ ~-~O<C 
TEm~<v-...c ~ .. 




































SECTION f. l>SZ3 Sl3 
~"f' Co"'*7 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 









-------- --------------- ------- ---------------------------r---------
z.s; 4<3'5' 1-rr.>....,.S>~.,- Vu.c_v;. 8 
u. 4+3C.. ! '""""SJI:UE" Ca..c..:: c;, 
'2-7 "'\ +43 T"""'~ G.-..~ 2 
z.e 4TS'? T~ c..-,,._ 3 
2.'1 4r9<- 4•"'J7 i.a.J&I7&;P,N14-t-~ 5 
3o 'S+O"' s.-o~ 14.-1""'""' T- ?. 
31 '5+-Z.C. ,T..,.......,.,.,; 6z...u< 14 
32. 5-t49 T-~ Ca..c_"' 3 
3.3 'S-t&-7 '5+":>1<> loltol6 I"'N P'i"'II2>L. (.a, C. \C. Z.9 
34 s-.-7~.> T~--~ IZ. 
3S' S..'71. Au6 .. -r~ t h~ -· 3 
34 St-~4 
·--= (t:>.A,O£ c.;, 
37 5'+- qc, I T-..,s.J""-'" lu.cx. 8 
3s>. G.+31 T1<Ao>S\I~E ~"- l I 
3'1 lot3e IP+4Z. ~- T12-Af.>S~B~<-.><: \C> 
4o 1.-t-'57 G.t(pl I1ZloN.,.,,..... '""""·"~c 9 
41 "'+ br.. "-+ b't 1~ ..... '""""'""~" 7 
4l- G.+71 G.+-7 S' I "'. . f& 4-
43 G.+7B G.+'tl I u,.,. ,..,.,,.._ ea...c_"- 13 
44- 4>+ 'II 7toz. U...611\1 .... 1'<'- C.....c.l<- I( 
45 1-1-o'Z T_."'"""" ~"' G, 
4t. /+o'Z. 7+oB i'M""" ~""'-"" lZ. 
47 1t4C. ,.....,_,..~ c.z...c.. 8 
"1-tJ "7-+4B ., cfJOollt..\S~E' \0 
SECTION C- US z.;~ S\3, 
~Of (w,.;4j 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 











4q I+ 1 "' Te""'svP!ZSoo /,.u•II'TDI? 13 Z. 
5c> 7+81 l~sueur /4u~ ... 7 .. /0 z. 
51 B-tl '1 t1rAHS'lf£11-fC' ~ (., 
$Z. fif· 2 'Z T.iuwsvn.rr /11~,•.-r"" /3 3 
'53 fJ.o.z /P-/00 L<iv~IT"I>IAI~ f.ulc..t 17B 
S4 (!}.f-So T(Mol!ii£7Ue c:Uc.t- 5 
5"5 e -rf>z 74WfU7ZJ£" r-u '1 
S"C. EJ+54 "U.wsv4'6£" {My (Z 
'57 8-f 53 !J+5C- Uw6J.,.VP1Nt'L Cz..ec 3 
58 Bo~b4 T!i,Jf,~Sv~E ~ 4 
5'} letB7 T411#NIJ2% l!lt..J61fT<Hf 5 z. 
bO B -ftJ"' 7uwfv-.- Ce..er 2-
(pr IJ-ttf3 74twJ;nsF c..- z. 
bl. e ... 11s 71,t.uftiEtZ51F" hai.IM"P!( 4- I 
I 
(...3 
'1+31. ~--.a~ I!IM!ml( (p z 
(,4 q.f,~ 7UNSV£JUC u-r 4-
bS ti"f73 7U,./.fVK"{U~ ~ 5 
(,(, tft '13 ~ T..e.t<ts"V.E;I2S"E z 
'7 ;o -rf/o .,._W~IF We~« /1 .. 
APPENDIX D 
v-.. S. 2-3 G"EE"'Uf' Co..l..,..Y 
'DES\<.1'.1 SECC'{\""" D 
~BOV"'O L..P,.lE''S' 
--,1S 
~~ ·"""- ~ I IN I ~- ~ 
"' 
~ 















/-"" 1--- ' l 







~ ~ \)"'" \: rJ 
\\ 1'-.!D·"f' 1'1'1 r ''f i • 
' ,_ ... f_ 
1JI!TI-\i3V ....... D E5 
v-d' I-.~ ~ I r.t !I< 11---r; -
f rJ;l.. 










1 tfl '1J ~ £\.. . ~.,1 I _'7 1' .4ft" 









\A..S. 23 GID;;a-Jo.>r Gov.Jw 
Des\ b..:> '£ec:..-r&oo-l l> 
So..J-rn "Bcoo.)D w.,..le-5 
/ 
"{ ~ .... 
"'336 1 
t 
I L14 .,_, 









' I (A.o..l1;'\' 
I-.. ~ ~d.. 
-
nV 
~ t'94 3:1~ 
'lty 
f" 





• ;;tt.;t ...,!. l;J 
7 "<?' 
/~) 
\A.. S. 23' G~"f Co.._,'<'[ 
"J>e;:s. 1 E.>.l S"t"cn o..J 'D 










































\A.-'S. Z3 G~"r c.,.,,.;-.y 
""[)~\"""' S6CTo ~ 0 
~ ..-r- c.,.qo' 
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6J8 ,_ ~ (r)JI 
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l ~ i I 
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I I 
I I ~ 
J 1A~0 1 
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\A.s. 23 ~r Gw1-1~ 









C .e,:.c:. ~ w ,f A c~ 













- 597 1 
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' IYie:J>ti'N . S~u4'>Eli!:. 
Section D - SB lanes at 166 ft. 
Section D - SB lanes at 991 ft. 
Section D - NB lanes at milepost 14. 
Section D - NB lanes at 297 ft. 
SECTION ]} Nvrfl,~o""'J 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
MP. /1./,() to //..{.0 "t 1°"0 f'-1. 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
-------- ------- ------- ------- ------~---------r------~---~--------I Oi-DD t'J+'-{I.f /""'j'i-vd:o..( ¥$1 
"2. D+50 -f~a.nsverse. /1.' 
J 6f53 /o~,,·f._~,};._ l -z' 
L{ (9t (r,(, Ot1S 11 I 2 I 
5 o-1-/0 -f fO..vtsvers e_ (p( 
(. 0-t-8J (on. g_;j ..vrJ: fJ. ) 2 I 
/ 
1 OT'f~ --fva..,$ ~e,5e z ( 
rz I t-o? !MCJ ;-/-vd :a. I 2 I 
q /+D~ I /7' +r~r~sve"5e. 
/0 1 +13 ltt!/-.o._for /2 / 




15 ;2 + (?... I I z 'f / 
/'-{ ;2. +to 3 II I 2 I 
/) d-+7'7 3t-l L/ /o'1 'J'·{vd: a..( J?' 
/" J.+77 fro.. "5 ve•s e lV' 
17 2-d7 AI 1~£-fr,,.. 1 I 
;g ]-t]'-{ +"" n)uers-:::. IS"' 
ttl 3-UI.( /1-/l-qAfo r (p' 
Zb 3t"3'{ 3 t-Lj'Z. /o.,_ ,;-/uJ;,,} $' 
"2\ 5-t-l.f d. 
-!'""-'> ver;e.. 2'/' 
1-.1--- 3-t57 J+fo& ;,It 9 .{-vq.'o._ r 7' 
' 
'23. J-r-71 1-ro.,w; ve-r5e 
'Zi 3-t-!9 II 7-'( I 
SECTION Y Nor-fk~o ,_,.,J 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------zs--
-s -~-~cr '-/-f/2-
{__~ 'If-/to 
2.7 l{f-/ !o 
'Z...~ LfD3 
'LCf '-In 7 
]0 1-/r-S!.-/ 
5 I tfr-51/ tf.t-tr- fc 
32-- lfHaD 
-n L/+" C::, 
5L( i..fr1D 
35' tf+tro b-i-Dz. 
3(,.. L/f-9 7 
J7 S"t-1 I 512/ 




~z_ r;t-38' 7+3( 
J./3 c, -r$'-/ 
4_'{ 7.,..3? 
'1{' ?t't- ?t"!O 
L/fo '1-t-D_b_ f?'+ 31 
l./7 f/+20 
l{__t& g-ryr; 
MP. / '-{, 0 to I'{, o -1- /Doo F{ 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
---------------- ----------;--------jp "-</ ;-/- vd.. b.. J 2. '] ' 
,. 
-j,..I:>.~:Jv~rse- 2. Lf r 
A-lf;t<oJo r 3"' 
/on q'ft./J.'o./ Z I 
, 
I I L/' 
f,...._ Vis ver;<L }2-' 
A/(:,..Jor 2'-1" 
I 
knsce~s ~ <t' 
t I '-!' 
I I !)I 
/o 11 'I,'-/ ur// o..) 12..' 
/ s/ + r t> • .v1s ve(s'e 
I 'O'U ,t vd: G.. / /Q I 
I o; .. :~vd:o. I s' 
/ 
-f f t>.. '? S t.H!:VS<: /2 I 
/I 12 J 
-fro._n5 ve~ 21..! ( 
; .. ~"";-1-ud,o._ I 95 1 
-ir<>..~s ve,rs e:.. I 2.. I 
-f "'ct 'IS (/ e.'S e._ ;g / 
!o!rl<>i-ftJ&{;o../ zg' 
/1 I 53 ( 
ftq"l$ ve~se_ I Lj I 
I( Z'f' 
MP.I'"/.0 to JL/.04{0oo++ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
'It; ?~If 




Ei 1"1'] '( 









+'"'-VL!' ve_,5e z_ r' 
/on,./-/vd:o...l 9" 
/ 
-/-rtVts ve.rr·L zy .... 
/a, f, '-/. vJ/& / ]/ 
' II 1/ 
II :J' 
II 2. 'II 
-frq...,5 verse_ 3' 
II 2'(' 
&.c/ 
SECTION P- US23 S~ 
CS~G><'&lvp c.,_,,_,_,.,.. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------, 
OfC>O CJ f-11 
2. tJ+ IZ 
3 0+13 
4 o+/7 0-f'Z-4 
5 tJ-f 2 7 tJ-t3Z 
(,. Of 35 O-t4f 
7 Of 37 I+ 71 
s O+b'i 
") (J+73 
lo f-1-1 z I+ 13 
II I+~ 
IZ 1+71 




t7 3-roB 3-t'l 4 
rR !:>rZIR 3+ 4-3 
f'i 3+-3B 3;-4 I 
Zo 3+'5$ 


























T~<N-JSveM~ _ /f+L• ,_.~ 
T_,S\JEU6' Gu.c.:-
~6 !"T>Ji>I,J,M..... Wl-t:. 







































SECTION D- us z5 S 13 
6&eaJ~r Cs.vtJ-rf 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
'Z-"> 4+11 
z.r. S-+ 31 
2-1 "5+4'0 5-r'-3 
"e ~3 
2.-'l '5i-f..5 S-r10 
?o S-r l B 
3\ '5-t~4 l.,t3o 
32-
" +-I '5" 
'!>~ (o-r20 
34- r..t41 (po~-e"l 
35 6+6~ 
3Ct> (:,.+% 
~7 1+34 l+~r.. 
38 '7-1-4-3 l-i-78 
3'} 1+4:. 1-t., e. 
40 l+5<> 
41 _l±~l 
42.. '7+76 l+B\ 
4.7 8-t4Z. 




48 8 + C.3 '1-t-11 







li c~ 1.1.. 
~~ ........... , <..u.c., .. 'Z.4 
l.ao61"tUl>oNI'<'- ~~ 1'5 
T1Z""'"'- eu.c"- 3 
~IT'"'""'- ~~ to 
'"fi-ls~~ ( ~~r.,~, ... ,IJP, 12. 
' 
i'I<.IMT<>#t. ~~,.lc, 
~~~ /pu""..._ 12. 
T1<f'>.IS'I~€" /Au- 1'3 
/i,U6/VTI>~ ~Ale; 
·~ .. u.u~ '2.0 
v. .;_ -~ 
" 
B 
~ !TVJ>IIJ"'i.. ~'(. '2 
lo.:.i.IT1>DIM"''-~ 35 
~.-.--. (,~ v' 3$ 
T~s~~~"~ 4 
~H\T... Fl 
1? ... ,~ Trz.~oJw~ 24 
·~"-5 .... (&:KI<. 24 
IAM6·~~ ze 
~OW\T~~ ~ 
T """"'S\JB!t.!;~ ( "· ~ 4 
T~SIJ~.e- ~"- 6 











SECTION 0 - U52,S6 
~uf c.o.,._"' 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
4q B+q~ 
So B+ ">l 
















T tUnJsvEl!;\"e U<..c.~r.o .... 




























li\.'S.~Z3 6~P Cov..,-.y 




I f' r-- ,,q,• ~I .. 
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~fl liP . 
Ol"Tf\BO""'P w s 
"' 
:.t. 
r -~ I I 











US.Z3 61ZEtM.f' l'ouAI,Y 
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N Dl<'~Gout->.1> LA..>10S" 
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~/" ,r.7 ~ . \ d 
__... 
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lA..S. 23 61Z€E...Ivp (Q..W;y 
j)E'>I~ Se:c.-nON E 









)~ h..._ ~>-"''" 
410 



















~ - c. ~ 3,0 






(.1.:5. 2:.3 ~"F Cou~ 
:f;tSI&-.1 ~ ... ,._, £. 






























? ~· :81 
' 
h 
!J,..S. 2'3 ~P C""-""'i 
_jA;S\~ SiocTI""-' E 
























U.s . 23 .:;;~I" CW.>-rt' 
J)ES1w-> ~C.I1<"N E: 














' 1: !J "tl01 
~ 







I-.. ~..-r:~ ~~·~ IV 
'""" " 







Section E - SB lanes at 546 ft. 
o-f 2-
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
1 o-r Is 






7 h-5?, l+sq 
& I+SJ 
q 1+5'1 
(0 'J+Ot( ;;~-t-D( 
1 I 2.+11' 
11.-- ,;2-r(,i 
13. ;:2 +Co 9 
fl1 2+72"_ 
Is-
.Ji-1 L( sr-31 
ib sr-zv 
n Jr-J'/ 






2lf_ tf+l'6 tft3z_ 
MP. lfc.:D to t&,.o + tooo -Pt 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 




'f-ro._ V'l> v U> e._ t.. ' 
/I 2 I 
{ ( !7' 
/i-1/; ~ dro r '6' 
I 
-f ,..~ tjj r-er, ~ Zi' 
( b 11 .,'-/ v~,'"" ) if' 
,; I I 4-' 
--f-r t>.-11.{;~U5 e.__ 2-lf I 
A II, ·~tJii'(J r 2 f( I 
' 
ft c;' 







+l't>...w ~ veJ~ e_ I 2_ I 
I I fL/ I 
I 0"1 ~: LJ ... I I '?, 
f/o...,sve~ s' 
/) C, tf I 
;tl/:,o..+or ??/ 
.fve..,<: vf'.-<P !Z' 
1/ I '2. I 
IH ~~""~OV' 0' 
' 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 






30 !c+( '-1 
]I Co-+L/ z._ 
Tz ~-t- ~'f 





Tv f5-t3() g-r-SD 
Jq 'i+~D 
YO' ~+eo 
L/1 <t -r5f 
~z_ ~-rl/ q+53 
l(5 'l t-51 






-fr !JvAI' VU.J t 


















I"'- , ; +-vt o-.. ( 
1/-!/:qqto-r 
F11J 



















'2. 'f I 




SECTION E .. U'SZ3 s 1:5 
~pc-. ..... ~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
-------- ------- --r---- ------- !:--------------~----------~--------I Q+'fN 1-fj) OMdwilld 14 
' 
\.\ 
2 U/4 1+17 
' 
1?1'MJ,..., ?M..w«e 2'1-
2t'! /t-15 flu,;~ Ce..,.~...., 9 
I 
3 I+H f.l?t? /IU6#7tJI( ~,. 15 
I 
4 /riB ~ll&lZ>~ {ur..x 2--
5 / 15-1 TR-• n<IIL> ~<:P fl~ _,!.. /5 
6 (-11J1 /-16<, f.eno ,fa ri:MJ / (1.,,~{ f 
7 ['65 () Te fp~c-l /) 
f ztn 1-r,.,,., Cml (o 
q IP ,.71_1 r;,A n<:-VO>"<c/J r;,~ f 
/0 21jt) IT,, ('PA,..t.. 1 
If 'J ff{J fp/1 '" (l..,,.,~f 5 
/2 2'11-o 2 ,t {-;} IJollQ' :;,,),,"" ( (J K'ad:. e 
13 2-165 0 ' ('P,q1f: 7 It£,., /o 
14 ~,Loo ZliQR' lRcmctm "fP. -1 
/5 2 1 70 2/-!:S i.I:rl qi C<r(;&J &:>ad /) 
16 12·?/ lr 0 ~-- .t.~ 21 z 
117 Ycz ~,..,, -~ ~-"dCtnri 21 
If 13ft6 TinM"C, 'f!,..nr/:- 1 
19 5,1.66 7'Rn- {?,z,.,d: /0 
l?e> b.-'6'? hen ~e ('p_. n .?- /Z 
Z'l :f'ft{-{- 4+t,~; I.J.;nq_>fd- /(',.,~ l7z 
?e fl.,:; t) 1~15 ~>~A 7/r, 21 
Z5 fi-N ~RaM-""'~ > (l,,m4 I( 
SECTION r usz35B 
~f'C..~w~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-t?1_____ ~~~~-- ------- -------
<j ~ /(o 
25 14 1 7c 
IJ.tf:? 1 ,I 7r:J 
27 11" 7<;" 
2f3 1·1172 lf185 
2? 14"'0~ 11-71 
4) 14) f?{) I ;::,+aJ 
51 5+1fb C:'-4'&' 
~2 5-~-11 5'63 












f-) f 1oP 
f[Q I'>' a\" ?tiP 
1-1 1:"55 




l\ u {, e.r~ol: 
Tl?n '(' .. ~ ~~: 
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() ' . 
I/ /},>nr> hKJr/.J1tl I CI'!Yl 
() 






T;c.o...n5·v.- "''"' ~ 
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lrr~ .eC'rucl 
r;., -~• , ~c::n /'.:,nrj, 
~CVJ:5P~c::e C..~ d-
T tea"'<:/;~~"'"' l£tJd. 
r;;CJ-(1-rlfp r><;o ~}. 
77cCU/) "'1/efrfi Ca,;:j 
IT;.,. ·~·'"" • f~r"rk 
i1R" "~ "n """ J;'"' a.f or 
u 
lr.ran5 •n~b 
I f£·Cl..f1 <i'I/U 5 e. 
i(,.g;w >L-~d,·a/1/ 
0 r ?a.111-5 V-e._\f<;P 































DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
¢J> i?"55 
f4 ~fit '7 
ro q t'()7 
!]; Cfto 7 qff-'; 
52 11/1 qy.)) 
)5 91¢f 
l)cf lqf,t-? 9Nc:; 
5"6 19-144 'f,t<f.f:z 
-5'& 9"9 
57 "7-;flt "t"!7 
1-sJ' 11' fo 





r;;,!J "'"''"' ~'""' 
IT,;_ ?~'llalf. 
~1 0 
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44~~;:--
.£7/. . ~ r!-~v 
R,j :.,."' fRa i/1<::11., 
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r f J 
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D 
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DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
I tJ+oD 6+'13 
z_ C)+- 0'1 0+/7 
.3 or-Sr 
~ 0+'6!o I+O"l 
5 /+/) 7. -t-O'} 
(o 1+11 
7 2 +-fel( 
~ 'J..+n 
1 'l. -t?D 
/() 
'2.-t-12. 
II l+qz... 3+-2.) 
(2- sf 50 
/3 ?-t-30 3-t-5b 
l'j_ 3-r-33 3 -rlfo 
t5 3t33 
Jfo 3-f-7'/ 3-t-9<6 
/7 3 -t-'115 
I~ L/fo'7 
I~ 'frO 7 in§" 
2-D tfi3f_ 
2 ( L/t-3/ 
Z?... 1./t<fD 
2) 'f t- ~a, 
7'-f L(T% 














A-I f,.q ... for 
I 
-/-r OJ?~ ve..vs e._ 




































I 2.. I 
/""2. I 
(,'f:.l.jf 
SECTION f }Jorflcbov.../ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
-------- -----~- ------- ------- ----------------F--------- ~--------
'2.) Lj f-/o5' I{+ 7 j /<>'I q i-/-vd.:"'-/ I 0 ~ 8 1 
zc;. '1+~3 I/ S' 
l'? Yt8J +-r$.,11l5 ...e t'f:'iZ 
I 
b 
:1,'6 .5"+/2- I I /01 
Z'1 ]-rlt ,, 71 
3D Sr'-17 II /'2 I 
3{ s-r:s-o .Jt-?!J s .... .J{ ,...,,M~:a:/-1.. . crt¥k< ; " :..J.ee/ << 
32- :Pt-53 'ft-c:tn.fvUse_ ' / 
n {g r2-3 I I 17' 
3i {,-t-55' I I Zlf I 
;!)' (,+C.~ /{ z '{' 
3(.. ~ -t-?;8 A-1/lo<~..f-nr 2 'I/ 
/ 
37 ?tO?_ fro..J!ls vt'A<2... /2' 
5~ 7+-D'-( )Of-DO ( tJ>t e ,fvJJo.J 29& I 
3~ ?n7 7+ 'f5' 
I 
I[ I j' I 
'iD 7-f-.58' i- ro..n5<.1"f!.f5 Q.. C,' 
Lj I ?r~ I I 7' 
1.(2_ 9tfo 7 II I{) I 
is 'iJ + ? '-1 II /0 I 
LN g't-gg I I /0 I 
is q+og '1-t jt; /C>n.~ 1·-J..,-d. 'o..l 71 
' % '!+ 3 f) er-r~! I ( J)f 
L/7 qt-75 1-t-8) I ' ID' 
lf8 '1+~0 I I tj' 
SECTION F- UfZ!'>513 
b1?E&.Jvj=> c;o./J.JT'f 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 










-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------~-------------------
I 4+10 4~Z/ '-~ /71/D,-.J"'<- Gi..t.:x II 
' 
2 4~ IB 4+23 U.V&t'TIII>INA'--~ 5 
3 S-t-37 S-t-4") t....Jb,'TI/t>w-4<- Gu.ex !Z 
4 5o~75 ~.-~(~ 4 
s /+4<;1 7+54 UwtStTVJ>vJ«. (m,;K s 
G. 7+54 TemJs.-~r ~K 3 
7 7-+7t!l 72.1WN6'JU.r ~ 5 
8 7+10 7+70, LIIN6t711&>WIIL ~~ 9 
9 7+70 7-f?'J ~~17'o/1JIIV- ~ q 
to 8-IB5 '3+00 U:w617V.ON./AL /'t>o .1-- 15 
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. Section G - NB 1 anes at 739 ft. 
SECTION G NorH6ovvtd. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- -~-;:;;- -------I Df-bo 
z Ot-00 Ot-5) 
3 0-t-(gi o+e:to 
Lf Oj--g{p I +-17-
§' 1+15 1 +- zr;, 
(.. l-t36 J 157 
7 J-r-31 /-tSj 
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-h-o,_fll wo·s e. 
/t:>naA·ud.'o, / 
"' I I 
I ( 
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SECTION 6- USZ3 .5B 
L"f'a> "'-"? Gu""""TY 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
I Of-54 I+ :3o 
z. ,.,..,(;) t-;27 
3 /.f- 3&> 









IZ C.-t\0 4>-tZO 
13 I "t-37 
(4 "'t- 3-'j 
I:S" "-·t-3 z. &t-38 
((. G>-t-4~ 
f7 (, t- 41:> C..+$"0 "'-t 41 
18 IP+SO 
I 'I 1+00 7+2. 3 
Zo 7-t-/0 7+ZO 
Z.t 7+~~ 7+72 











711'ml$f/!3d (l}f. .,_ .. 
7~r (ft.M,I< 
7.uwsohlll0 ~ 
l4toJ~ 17111>1/JI>L (Muc 
71J.A1oUII~r c-.,K 
7-vnqc c-K 
i f>. r~ _, 
l<>t->•oTUDII'lA.O... ~ 
~""""' ,-,_..s~~ Gu.c~ 
T-..;su....s.r ~ .. 
L.cr.¥ I~Doi!J .. L-~ 
1-r,_o.~eue ~ 
1--I-'"-S-







































SECTION 6, - \) SZ 3 513 
~f' (;,.,.,"" 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
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Section H - SB 1 anes at 475 ft. 
Section H - NB lanes at 400 ft. 
Section H - NB lanes at 467 ft. 
I of 1 
SECTION H ;Vor-H-.~ou"'-d MP. 23.0 to 23.0 +-/bOo ..c+. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------r---------·r--------I 6-rD? --fra . .ttsve.r:se.- 5 1 
z. 0+/3 /I Iff'' 
3 Of/1 {/ I'll 
L( (!) -t'Z.f 1/ ZL(I 
5 o-r:sy /on {j:/t-tf"a./ lj' 
(p () +-?€:' I 7/ 
-lro..>'\5 verse 
7 1!5+4~ II /]I 
~ b+SJ { I z_yl 
q Ot-07 II /§'/ 
IV 6+&7 0+7'{ fe,/l4,J..vd.:o.. / I I I 
1/ 0+?7 I i-/..,."'."u vef$e_ lj'f}6' 
12 O-t-97 If !51 
(s /1-0] l I Jt;l 
!tf /i-lL 1/ ql 
!5 /-tl ( I I 2~' 
~~ l+]i_ I I (:, I 
1'1 1+50, II ID I 
I .g /-fS7 fp~ q;:..Jvc/:o. / ,$' 
,q /+( '-/ / -fN:J..M~ur~ 21./' 
zo 1+8 1 I r 12 I 
2-/ l+$9 /I ;5'' 
~.:z ... 1+1t/ I I ~I 
Z-3 2-f'DZ. 1/ gl 
2'f 2-t-}0 I I Ljl 
' 
N 
lA . s. 2 ::!> .::;.. "'""ewvp <:""'""'~ 
Dc:SI c.....:. 'Sc"--., """' :I: 





-( • i 
'--1.\. CJ/37 ( 
l ) . 
-"') 
1-1.. I ( ...L :.- f-'£:}7} . ..r-
(-/t,r~ 
-,. i 
I ~~ ) 
.....:~ 




~- ! ~:- <:-)30 I -_,_...j. 
~\_ ~'" { 
( . . 
(' /~ '-

















- ,...--~ '1JtJ 













MP. Z.(,.D to 2~.b +(ODD P/. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
---;---- --o--;_-;;-0 --r;on ------- --u:~:e:;,~.1~J:~- ,--~-;:;;,---,--------
?... (!J100 L[ r'Z) /o "'!>I vel r a,\ '125"/ 
3 OtJf_ -f- r"-"f" ver5e_ 2 '1/ 
'-{ O-t-5"( I I (o I 
~ f) -t--b 0 /011 q//vc/:o, J G, / 
& 0+11 -fv-c{vtf ,e/" f e Z.f-/ I 
7 ()-t-[5':) (I (F 
t 1+10 I I 
" I q 1+1 0 A-//)~a.for 30 ' 
I 
10 /-t-5 I -/-"" fL .1 "e.,-s e_ '6' 
II I t-Sfo t{..//;b,,.., -/.., r Zlf, 
/1...-- /7-1 q 
-f-f'q f"l~v€r.J~ /0 ' 
I~ l+JJ t I 1?- I 
I'-( 2~& I I IZ I 
t5 Z-r08 (f_!/~ o.fo r 2 Ll 1 
/b Z+93 -Ho,__V}fy€.(5_ e. 0' 
1'7 3-1-//:, 3+-zo AI (,·~c-.-/o 1 Y~' 
Jt 3+2S 3t4(; AI I ;q.._fo r '10 ( 
/~ 3f-SlJ ~_,-- II 3o' 
2D J"f{,D L/t-15' lo'lf,'·/vr/to__/ sg; 
"Z.( ~+75 3+'10 A I !v~ 0c -f.o r "301 
2'2--- 4f/<6 
/ 
e' fr-~>..rt::. ve."s Q._ 
2-3 L./-t"Z.I I I t.f/ 
~L( L{i-l(J I I Lj} 
of 3 
MP. 2(,. 0 to U. 0 -t/ooo .f+. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
NUMBER FROM TO AT (FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------~----------~--------1-~ tf-1{:,!) frt>...,.rverse / g 1 
'2.-(:, t.j+{p) 41/.~rA-f..or 1?' 
'2( <f-t'7z 't'-r'1 ~ II rz I 
7--Cl s-n,- ~"-"JI~/-v,j,·..._( 7'/ 
L-11 51"2-7 -fr(),_"f ve_;J e_ /2 I 
30 j-r'f Sr7/ 4//;6~c-for 2 '(' 
3/ b"-t7'7 ~{ . lfq' 




3'1 Gtzt? (.,+?§' lon.,./.,J.'n. / so' 
3) C,ts 5 ~ +7) c~~~j, 1'""-~~~-i ~.~>-/ '/0 I 
JG, f;-t-'3 0 T:£o.n5~U~ 3 I 
31 ~r-5) I ( 1.(' 
]Cf:, (, f-'{ 0 r 1 ((I 
3"\ G+-Lfs- I( Lj ( 
'10 IM-50 I t s' 
lj{ &,+S7 I ( '-(/ 
yz ~r{o? I I s' 
Lj] 6-t-71> 411.." (}, --1-c .r Ljg f 
o/Lf 0 tgr;-
I 
-l-lll...IA<:uev 5e_ ql 
'-P7 (c,t-10 I I & I 
~lc b '{ 1::;- (I g-t 
'-17 ?t-oo 7-rzc Ail; Cj,J . ..., .r $10 
7t-otJ 
I 
LJ' L/'if +v-IWI; ..erse. 
SECTION I ;Vorfhho "" J 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 




)3 7-t3) 7t i.(Z 
S'i 7+ '-/?_ 
)c;- 711> z_ 
5(, 7-t1P L 
~'( '7-t 7/.f 
5~ 7-rS$ &'t-/7 
S'~ Hoz__ 
?O g'-ros-
(o( ~ t-1/ 
(;, 7_ ~+-17 
C,3 !f-t-2( ~r5"0 
(p'-f f-r-33 
6!: s-~-sro /f+-(p () 
(:,/,., Y+-tY 
~7 8+?1:, 
(:,<t ~-t-20 1-t23 
(,1 /t-2 ') 
70 1-f-57 
7 ( '9-t-7) 
72- ?t7S 1-rt0 
73 
MP. Z.t;,.O to 24.0 t-/Ooo ++. 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
----------------~--------- --------fra~,v~ry~ ? ' 
I I -~ / 
I I s-t 
II t;l 
/ o.,_9 •fv~:a._/ 7 ( 
+roo. "lS' ve/) ~ L/' 
1/ 7_ '// 
I 0 vt"" )vo/, b._ ) (p / 
-~-~ Yl<df~ ~ 0 I e ~I 
(on q )vJ .'6.,./ •z._t( I 
' 
-ft().Y'IS' ver~e ;;,I 
/I s-1 
J I lfl 
I I /2 I 
fo, n 1fvd/a..J 2:)1 
7 
4 /l.'q Ot)-o,.. fbI 
I I( q~ I 
--f lfAY15 vv5 e y· 
AI ( i qp.,_ {...D ,.- b / 
-, 
/o "'-]• 'lv/; .. 1 t.; '@ S' 
-fr 0.. l'k., v€YS e__ / ( 
I I 2$/ I 
I I 
-z.. 'I' 
/onr;,:/-J:~I I I I 
MP. ZJ.D to 2.l.O 7-/0oo H. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
-------- ------- ------- ------- --------------------------·r--------?.~ 2-rZ( +t&l.,_~veoe 2'1' 
'2-(,:> '2+Lf2 f/!,'oo--fr, I '?o '54 
2'7 2+&t> '2+70 'u Jvo 1 
lff 2-r7o -fr.,_>'LS""e/5~ G I 
2-1 Z-1-S/ I I '21(' 
3D , z-rf!q 2..·+%' A//;q~)of /00 ( 
I 
>I 3 +-/ 0 --1-ro..nsver.~ e... Z.<-/' 
5Z Jtzo II 1- if' 
J3 ]-;-5L, II 21// 
]L( 3-t-i.f? I I 1'/ / 
.:ib 3-rS~ {I 27"/ 
]{., 3-rr;,? !/ 2~' 
37 ]t-75'" l(-t-75" /oJt.f.. 'lud:o. J /00 ( 
J'6 s-rS'J ,+11/<J,a..f-or I!J I 
5'1 'ir-vo -;, YD' 
'(D ft/0 f-v- 0.. >t!: v6Te jCJ I 
t(! lft-2o I I 6 ( 
Lj~ t.ft-30 I I Z' 
l.fJ Lj+-] b t I Lj' 
'f'i 4+'-tD I I ~I 
y( o/-+5~ 4/f:qt>,.{,( I (p I 
~~ '1+~7 }-r:,_, vV~L /0 I 
lf7 tf+g'f Lj.f-75 A//:e f>.. for zzo 1 
tjg 5+-0V 5+-zo /,, 300 ( 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
--7jf-- ------- ------- -------S"'-t' 3J 5-t- '-17 
5D fJ-r'f7 
7( s--t-S'1 
52- ' ,5=i--SL{ "frt{ 
.s-,5 s+sLf 5r01 
5'-( {a +DO CoHo 
ss {c+-3 0 Gt~1.. 
t)(p 6+50 (;, t-~5' 
SJ {p,.. 7'7 
:ftl, 0-r CZ I 
0 ?+oo ?nv 
00 ?-r30 7+'10 
~( 7-tSs-






hg 1-r3( q+oO 
ii,4 '3-t-L/0 <fii(<i 
70 Jr7CJ $-t-(/) 
7( g+?5 g'f10 
71-- q+OO g+ZO 
























!o>t'9 :-J-vol: ,,J 































MP. 'lj.C to 2 3. 0 + (O{)O --~"+-. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
NUMBER FROM TO AT (FT. ) (SQ. FT. ) 
-------- -------
------- ------- ----------------r----------r--------73 'l-t 2 7 -frDt.M ve .... se s-' 
7Lf 'l-t ]z_ II ?!I 
7j' 'f-t3~ II .5/ . 
~~ Cfti I t I 2'1/ 
17 ~-~-'i II 6r 
r;g 1f-~ z I I /Z' 
7r 1 t"G /j /2 I 
1:0 Cf+C:> 2 '1.+ 70 /o YL,;-.fv~ i6. / . t I 
~I 1-r-80 
-/--Yb,. VI<; ve rs e &/I 
1Z '!+8k, Ll tt-( I 




DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 









-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------
----------,--------
I 0+-0t> 1 r-"O """'""*"7~/? tooo 
;z. i!>+tJ3 ~""' 7A!Of'lsv~r 7 
3 <9+ 53 7BNJs.tENr ~ 3 
4 Pf77 1•35 ~,711.,_,_ ~ 56 
s I!Jf-(1(3 f?.tNDDM ~mse /2 
" 
/+OS TIM.Isv~.r ~ 3 
7 l.f-4() aw~ 'fittws.tour e 
e H· 4(, T1YIN$>'ER!fc ~ IZ.. 
q /1-4{. It-t. I flw.tDuH> '--ITVD/NifL 15 
II> H~'fi z-roo UNf.mP""ItL ~ 35 
{/ t+-w7 1.-roo Uw6/7V/J/NM-~ 3.3 
IZ /-f78 71Mf.XVWJ"F ~ 14 
13 1+80 !41tvoo,. ~MI"t' IB 
14 I+!JZ 7111Mis.teM, Wdc 12 
IS /+B~ ~lief«~~~ 12 
'" 
lrS4 J.t 'J <; R:.twfJ<MII T-.sv~Ne So 
17 f-1 78 1~6+ Urt6tTVP/NitL {.,;K tP 
18 ~t-OO 3d4 !1J.Jo147f>R. (~....:- 335 
I~ Z+ II T~slfau..- Gu.c."'- 3 
UJ 2.+Z. I 2+:.4 l.c..lo. 1"1\JPWA<..Gu..tiC 1;3 
Zl Z-t'Z~ 14.,.....,.. T-s>/~ 8 
zz. 2+'3o r-~we. I ~HA6117ol.. 11- E7 
Z.3 '2+30 ~ftJ(IJ. Ce.0c _3 
Z4 Zt-3S" T~~e. (M<J:. 3 
SECTION~- US2-3SB 
~""""c..,. ... , 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 









-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------r----------r--------
'ZS 2.-t40 T~~" Gz...c.,< 4 
2-& z..,-:>~o 2+40 r~. -r. 5o 
'2-7 2.+~7 2:+4Z- 141N~J<>M Gu>cl'&>.l Z? 
2S Z+4o 2-Kol lot46 &1\lt>W""- Gt.o,c. ... Zl 
2-~ 2-t '5 G. Z-t-1"1 C..,.:..&1VI>WM-~ 2'3 
?o '2.+(<>6 TR:A>s./~ (',....K 4 
31 2-tl~ TIZ'H.lSII~- (u.c.~ 3 
3Z.. Zi-83 T tZA..~suwe C......:.~: 5 
?3 Z.i-60 Z+ ero 
""'-' E>"'"TO>t ~ .... ('5 
34 ~OG. Tu..~S'Iu.<(. ~I< 4-
3S ?+o!> 3+4o Lot.16&"NI> ......... ~ 37 
'It;. '3-t26 'T'£H'S4E2:5E"" ~ 3 
37 ~+2.8 'T-.,!S"~ ~ leo 
3B ~-~-2.(;. ~+44- 14>.>c..-~ ... 90 
39 31-SS T~~6-r. s 
4<> ~410 3-ti'S Jq.,I!Xfo" Ctu.c..l:&-.lc. '50 
4{ 3+13 T~-IEIZSE" 6u.<.,:: IZ. 
4Z.. 3t-5S ~HIS ALtf>l'.-rb((. Cua:.~ 150 
43 ~78 ~~~~ 2A-
44 3-tiS 3+B4 '2At-IOOM ~s 4-8 
45 4+0\ fkAt.ISJ~ ~ 4 
416 
-4+21 I """AZAt.IS~IiJv.;IO ~ !Z 
47 4+2.'3 I '""'11u..l!." Elll>E" r ,. ..... ~ \"2.. 
413 4+lS 4+4-S" ~ I At.li>,O.Tcl~ 75 
SECTION rl- l.lSZ.3S6 
G¢IAVIJ f' eo.~~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------
4'1 4+Z.9 ,.......,51/SIU~ Cu...c. 
so 4+ '2.7 4+40 l.\,.16 IT ~0 WI'. 1- Gu.e 0:: 
'51 4.f48 4i-Z.3 U,..61 TODIIJAL. ~ 
'5Z. 4+S'2 4t-"'6 U:.;&r..DIIJAL c..-,.,._ 
S3 4+l.O T~~e (~ 
. 
54 4+"'5 tfZllt,:!SV~ G...r.c.~ 
ss 4+-bB T~sveue.. Cu.cJ:. 
5& 4+7~ 4+75 ~T1Zt*lS\J~ 
'57 4-t-7" Al..I&I'<TllR r. 
ss 4t7'i ITZMS>J_. G...,...~ 
'5') 4+-<;,t> '5+oer lcNG1W.,....,.._ ~ 
~0 '5-tOO "5+04 ~l"f.:lplf-!Al. Oo.IK~ 
t,( "St04 ~ ~~ 
bZ. '5+o4 St\8 """"~ ..8 ~~G 
"'"' 
SttZ. '5-t- I 7 k-l6#f0£ r. 
~ 
'-_f" st-12 ~~~E:~>< 
{,5 S-H7 Tre '· 
a,c "St-IB TP-'" "' <"u.c.l<. 
G7 S\-2-3 T~~6" Cue.!.<:. 
&8 '5t-Z.". St-2-S' lluu7fJtf ~"'" 
6., CSt-Z-'3 '5-tZS lft.tt,..Tulf ~" 
7D '5-t zs '5T"'SO l..Jtvt;. n~PMIA-L &..::t: 
71 5-tZ.S" c;..-so ~t7iJPIA/II{... C6tr:J:: 






























SECTION~- uSZ? Sl3 
&.~up C<:v>l"l'( 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 









-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------r-------------------
"13 5->ss ~""'"""" T1ZA.>-v~~ I'Z Z4 
' 
74 '5-1-'50 (0-1-DO Aut:.'rro(t ~-..,.;c.. II ZS 
lS '5-t'56 '54-09 1~. '~""i~Ci: 55 
/b '5->/0 lo-+4e li.ctJ6i"TLIOINII:t.. GZM.IC.J.I 78 
T7 '5-1-BS b+4B U,..,;,-r~l> ..... '-~ 103 
IB "t-OZ. T!UitiS~EUE" (", I \ 
/"J 10+1~ ""fl1)AOIS~SU'E" (, 4 
So 4.+4Z. 1i:Ao>S<Id<SE" c-c_,, .. , 3 
~~ G.+48 lltfo'~~~E (, 8 
Az. b+'S~ T_,S<I~-r~, 3 
83 &t-So 7+00 Au"'"""T..e c~-.~" 1 z.o:; 
B4- b16G, I T .. ~~sv (u.cs: 4 
ss (p+f>o 7+00 ~"""" rft~ Zoo 
A6 lo+~O 6-tZ.S I ~\T00J>'I'i. eu.c.. .... 13'3 
97 1+-00 q+OjO Au~~ 7'2.'3 
ee Ito'S I+Z-o l?.o.,.!OOM. <Zu.c.~<oo>e.. 00 
99 lt-1.-0 7+BB L<..>6oTvP...-. ~" ~8 
~ l+ 1'5 /t-16 PrUbA"rat '· 
-
B 
C,f 7+41 T12'11olSIIEJ!!.SIO (.-~ 11:: 5 
~z. 7+RP. 1+~1 I "'· . ( 17-'l.r v f.jt:. ~0 
C)3 /+I<; 1t-"'l r.......,-r.._, ............ ~ p,z. 
en 7t-BB TeN-~s~~ IZ. 
qs- ~t27 TJ:Ao.ml~t:: ( """'' (0 
9t 6+45 T~~r"'~ .. 14 
' 
SECTION 1-\ - I)'S Z ~ '56 
~vpG..aw~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 









-------- ------- ------- ------- ----------------r---------·r--------
"!7 6-tll - ~,,,,_,.,. G~ 8 
' 
<}6 8+So s .. qs lc...>6 Tlli>""IAL f ~ ~ 45 
~~ e-rcn T~ZANSv'E"Rse: (.....,.."' tO 
loo B+"lS TIZAN>\IBU¥ ~c 4 
to I 'Hoo IT......,.sv.ece: C.U..~o:. 8 
102 'HoB T~-,_~ 1-~-"' IO 
103 O)t'Z-S Ti<Af..I("£U"' c~\C. B 
104 "l .. 7.'5 ~+SO Aw'-"-"TN? ~ ~3 
\OS ~+4-3 I oz. ·~~~~ 24 
lot;, "H-4q T~131>5E" (JU>Ly:: I~ 
{Ol ~+So ~+II lc..><>!"IIII>II•J"'<-~ "2.1 
108 6+75 ~+11 Au,(Ao.-rdt u.,.a.""' 240 
T 
(O'j <::)+11 ~eu.,-c~ + 
\10 q+ee '1+'B ~~~~ 24 
Ill GJ+"'$ 1i -~ 
'"' 1\-z... "1 +6'1 (O+<:o ' ,.,.,..'Till>!. ......... {&~ II 
APPENDIX I 
fll.. S. 2 3 ~"f' Gov..,. "T'-1 
~" ......... -:)ec...,-,""-' I. 






b ~ I ~ Y' "' 
} I 
\ I l 
-~ .... ~ ,I ( 
I 
' i } f 






~ ' } ....... I I':-
t ../ \. ...:, ...... l~ "-





































,... , l ~ I-' 
s+oA 
1).., S. 23 G~p C.,.,""" 
De-:sl~>>-~ .sec,...~ I 
~B"""-'r:> "-~ 





I-' l. v 
1----
'7 1----"'-- ( 
r-v IS v 
~ 
A-- J.Ob' 
~ ( Ul"'' ~ 
~ J L81 1 1---v I ~0 ~ - y 
1- < 9 
~ ~ ~ r ~ ~ ~ 2ft, I I 
v-- .A~ ' J ~?.' { 
. ( ~~ 
'). 
....-.:: Uf-3' 



































































lA-':>· z~ &lz.~f' ~ 
~1""-' SE;L,.......... :I.. 
S.,th,loau...cl L..,.J~;;s 
..-----.-+-----.. --S '-S 
I 
..--..___.-a......v-~;:: ~J.-.-A t~e'l 
~~~~.._.1 4'"' I 
~---4-+~--~ -----4~ 
1-----+-l----1 ---45"' 







)~ I= ~ 
/- 0 "' (J ~~~ 
\ t~ 
~<i 




"-....-- I '---.,_ ~ ~{} it: ;;, I 




\, "1~ I !( I I 
~ I ' . 
rv f "--' 
~ ~ 






lA.S. 2:3 Grz:EtM!p C=r>-<f 
P£s I'*-' 'Se<:-Toc.-.1 I 
S~->-n-'<BoVNt> '--!~ $ 




6 ) ~ 
I ~ ~ 
c ( 
I J G~i, 
\ l ly 












~'163 I ~ 
-J ~ 
( ~ ' ~ '78 
'"' < ~ / 
-
C<>h 

























IA·S. 2..3 beE>'>J'-'f' Cw,;,-y· 
])<0\V> SECTI~ J: 
1----+-----1 --~q1~ 
~ =-~~}- 11 1.. 












SECTION I- <A .S. Z3 55 
6~vp (o..,.l~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 




_t2L oo {).f 14 





7 0-1 /8 IN 2. 2-
8 tlr-Z 5" 




13 0+ 3o 41 -r -!>o 
/of- 0+~3 
IS Or~5 
I~ O.f foil 0+81 
17 D .f C, ~ I+ oS 
f/1 ().j.&,fj 
,, Ot' 74 
Zo IJ+ Bo /+II 
Zl /f-11 /r!&. 
zz. lr 1r, 
L3 I+ 41 





"""· ~ (,__y 
lANo;TII~JAIA-.,_ ~I( 























































SECTION :t - l)'S Z '!.S:J3 
E:.~<:..e.)"P G:.vo.~-ry 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
2'> )-f-$0 IT 73 
2-C. ;,._'iS 
27 /f-70 
Z-8 H 7'> 4+"5 





34 Z-fO/ z~oe 
.35 Z-tt> f3 
3G- 2+25 
37 Z.f z 7 4+05 
3S Z+4-3 2-148 
39 Z-t-32 
4D Z+'i;"J 
41 2+ 5'3 
4Z ZrS'B 
43 2.+' 3 
44 Zr G{l 
4S 2-f78 
4-G. 2+81 
4'7 . 2+81 
48 2+84 






71Z'bV5oNF1l!il t ~If 
























































sEcTioN I - vsz3s6 
~<>f" eo ... 4 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
4~ Z+Bf3 
' 
5o 2+- '12 














































T /ZI'IrUSV/51!110 ~ 
I TZMJSvfl!W Uz..,.,,.. 
f/Zif"II)J'o/~  
7ew.t.fll E'J?.f£ t'Mc.J< 


































SECTION I- IJS'Z-3 S5 
~fG:.J~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 




?t.. 3+ ~"' 4-t3G. 
77 4-tZ? 4f_3~ 
'78 4-t-36 
7'l 4t7Z 4+63 
So 4t-1o ~+8S 
er 4+71 4+85 
82 l4r7~ 4+86 
83 4+7"1 4+8"5 
84 4+85 
85 5+05 5-no 
8{, S+ 1'2.. 5i-2.0 




9( S-t& z. 
9z. 5-rl"3 
_93 '5+ ti>7 'St-74 
94 s... eo St_~o 
~5 5-t80 'ST-~0 


























































I r:. 3 
.:;o 
5o 
SECTION I - 05 z '3 s l3 
~~~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
"11 "'+0~ Go•75 
' 
~8 "+ 10 "+51 
9~ 61-1'5 ~f-5t> 
/00 G-f"Z r, 
/0/ IP+ -42 Go+46 
/OZ "-r4(. 
/03 (p f-(p() 
/04 (p f-(..f qr'-B 
/OS 7-t-O(, 
tOb 7 t-OG 7+ IZ 
/07 7ro Go 7tl2 
108 7-t-OG 7f'IZ 
/09 7'fiZ 
!10 7+ Zt:. 7+34 
Ill 71-H 
II 1.. 7+4c 
113 7-1- 4'5 7r sz. 
II~ 7t-'5Z 
/15 7-r "0 
I I(, 7+81 /l'·H>3 
117 7-1-8'5 
1/R 7•- '' 
11'1 7+ .,, 8+'>Z. 












l/MNflle.Aif !tJ.t .• ,.foR 
L<>Nh T~-·"'"1 t/Hrw 









































" Z4 . 
140 
7 
SECTION I- U.S. 23-513 
~.Jp (p.,,...~ 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------
t'ZI 8to3 
' 
11. z_ B-1 4-Z 
/2-3 8+4Z 8t-48 
124 8-t-44-
IZ? Bt"'ta 
IZt;. 8-t-44 BfC.Z 
127 8t '!>2 
12.6 8+-1>4 
IZ~ B-1P>O ~+3o 
130 e+eo q..-3o 
131 8-t-'10 
132- ''1-1 Z4 
133 '1+10 f/-1'40 
13+ '/-1'27 
13'5 q--!'30 
13c. qdo /tJ-100 
t37 'It 53 
1?>8 q.,..53 /IJ tOO 
139 q.J-53 to-roo 
140 ,+13 
141 ~1-87 

































































l!._, ~. 2. 3 c; IZ-~ p c,.,.... -.y 





























1-- j- I-'/ 


















""- D 0 r6..V-~ .""'- .~ fi,G. _.-v'~ ~reJ'O ~ I"}~ r 
r- ~~ 9J I ('f /,.....,. -
./ .---.-- 1- J 
/00 
J q'f ( 1'1 "'- €1 
..-.. ...__ 1( 
-
-1- 1<-/ 




l-r-- ' $1 










V\.S. 2.3 c:G.-!Z<rn.lvp C.,..,;-,y 
Des • "-"'> .,;e-cr 1 <0<.1 J"'" 
Sov\"iA. l.o ",... cl L,...."'S"" 
) 
...... 
I'- I ( 
( 
- )Z."Z/ ~ . 
I I -
?1-\ ~- -,-.......... '"'""'-
\ 
• 























































lA· S". 23 G!ZE'G>Jvp e:.,.;."<Y 














4s1 '----' v\11\o is 0 
































-h ~ 5"0$ (l>re..h f\: ~\ 
I J 1./'fY 
I~ y~O 
~--!: ( t:::: -r !.j70 
..__.:....-_ F" 
yr;D 










...... ~~ ]liP 
1:51> 
( 
u.. s. 2 ?> G fii'.6S'<Jp c..v .. w 
.J)E-s,._,_, l>"""-T• <»-> J" 
.Sou-n\(l<>Uo:>"' ..__ 
l~ tD""' 




















:-- ) ( 
' 








r~ ~ ,.... ('10 p~ '\.::' -
~) \ Gt.f'l.. 
.... 
t---..L - ,.-,..._ '1'-
bo'-( 





,..., -,. ....... 
...._.._. if - ~) ,.._ 
t 5g7.. 
c ~ 5"-7 
~ ~ 1-''- 5~ 
~ ~ 
-5ff .......;. .i;:Ji" 
5'(1 <:<>< €. l 
JJfo core I.. 
- -
r > rn.. 
5Z'f 
(A,$, 2.3 G-1iCEONup Coui..l+/ 
De:-&'"'""' S"E'<-"t"<O..... :r 











'- ~ ' 




















- r, ---.. _...,__ 111 
r--
)<.....;:7 .. , ~ 





"' • , 
I 
LA..s. z3 G"'-"'"'->"P ~ 
~ ,...,.., :$,.-<::....,,c.-> J' 



























,... ~ -' 
___ f1ct:> 
___ ,£0:75 
Section J - SB lanes at 451 ft. 
Section J - SB lanes at 920 ft. 
SECTION MP. '2~.0 to ZfS.D + tOooA. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
-------- ------- ------- ------- ---------------
I o-ro3 -f/'C{A5ver5e_ 
Z- Of DC. ,, 
J OfD'f II 
y ot/'f I I 
s o-rzz ftL/:t o.fo .r 
(p tJ+U, ·+u:tV/fver5e 
7 0+3/ I I 
C[ 013'/ If 
1 Ot-f2 " 
/D 0+--SS J( 
I I 0-t-b ~ 1/ 
12 Oi76 (c; 11 " ;I v' J: 0. } 
}3 O-t7lj +r4"f?vU5e.. 
1'-i o+?r II 
j) Ot--SI o+q? (on,;-f vi{:.._ I 
(~ O+ti ' If 
f7 /-t-19 A-ll. t;et -/-o r 
!$ J-t5) ;,, 
17 t+U -1 r~ Y15ve r,-e 
2o 1+75 ,, 
Zi {+71 tl 
22- }-+ 8 '7 A I !;Jot -/-.or 
::23 ZiOZ- -/--r "'-YL5 ve.. v-; e_ 
-z-t ?-+IS' /oJ>t9:/-ud:q/ 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 

























MP. z_$. D to Z!.O -r- /OOo -Ft. 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------2~ 2+22... 




3D Z-+7S '2-19&, 
]( 3+15'" 




1h 3 t-7r 
57 3 rrt. 
3S . '(t-O J 
3'1 L/-t-33 L/t3? 
'IV 1ft 70 
11 L{t7D 
t;z_ 'lt-80 














--1 to. n<ver§{_ 
/cH.f!/lvJ,·a. I 
All:tx:<J-or 
/M ~:/vJ;<t { 
ll 
/-r01>1s:vevse. 
/o"l, ,·Jvd,'t:t I 
It 





/ 0 '191 /-u/.'o.) 
I 
/I 
































MP. 2 '6.0 to z1).D -t /ODro -M: 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
---iii-- ------- ------- -------s-~-~7 
:5D 5+£2- 5+-'13 
:5/ 5-t-?3 




:H 7+00 '7t'D) 
S7 ?ro;; 
5f> 7-r/2 
?\ '7+50 7-t-S') 
&D 7+~ I 
&I 'H-11 
GL- 'btoD 












-1-v-O..vt ~ ve (c;e_ 




(M't .. :.f-J.: .... 1 
I 
+""'"'>ve,5 e 











tf-t/ 7o.f-r, r 
t:~rl 
























DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
MP. fJ ~ to ~J>I/000 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
-------- ------- ------- ------- ---------------- ----------~--------
/ 0 ip( Ia, "'"''PY'S'e <i 
2 ~ ?15' r&x.SfRA<P '1-
'J Oin5 (p, VIS v ef'-" e · 1 
4 ()i¢J r K'<> n "51/T'.Y'tff!. -~ 
1) 0+4;? /p, M<'lf.PJ'c.P. I<.. 
Cz_ ID l'f/i rr~ Yl<l/ er"><> 5 
'( 0 f¢? r,. __ Y><'v(!.lr<e· ;) 
·g o+ <H r>"n ~ <]JP>';)i!· ~ 
q Of 5\:J r-ea~.<v~r'l'-e q 
Je> O,tJ 0+5! Lt3Ni/ftul •'" I ?I 
u 
I! Qf1~ Ten,"" 6 
/2 
-
. 61'-~ T;.,-, VI.,-,'"·~= 1 
!? Oiffi r I? I> \A<" II €.>"<;;' € 1 
14 ()I 7'l (!50 )t>nq,'f«d.·.,./ /;,.;,'tMfl 7 j 2f 
15 /-1/) 
u u 
15 1/2_11. tA ~'Pi' r<f e 
Ita /"'25 (pan')~i?.Ke 5 
11 lf27 1Ro.to ''"· Y'C: e !2 
/I? I '1.o f <:a.vt l' WI'S"' /3 
lr (f 51 "(,;a 
"' 
!5 
2o /f S8 { .f /{) I; &11 10 ,};j·YLJ /2 
2/ I -1&;(., rl>n ~ e.. l'j 
22 I+ 7'7 f t2a.,,·f1! CY'5f.' 5 
2j I+ "'Z r /!'_Q..vJ,c , 1£ v" e. 4 
Zf. I+ 1'f / I I" PLI1 -r l't'J'-;·e 5 
SECTION ;'S 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
-------- ------- ------- -------





3'0 t+'75 ?'~z1 
31 215 '7 
<)2 Zf<,t.(J 








11 21 '!1 
!1.? 2 1?7 
6>1-5 z~q; 
<f<t Z-.tf7 :Jf()7 
-
!4'5 :3,.!® 





LENGTH OF AREA OF 
DISTRESS DISTRESS 
(FT.) (SQ.FT.) 
----------------r--------- ~--------r Pf' <: V"-V"S e ) 
1' /69-.ti:S/rM'S e l) 
1-rl"'~" "'''-e!Ys e 5 
\' .N /0 
\1 // 4 
WIL ,"~"d,.,d 1-'! 
/i(;' ~for~.· 9 1-I f'<"d 1C: /1 I' v-:.A 
-(,cCV>~f'~-'~"'(2. 5 -. 
/._¢ tu'{,'f;y/: v! j Ira 
u 
I.e"'"' s t-'<'f5 e ;5 
Jp,-, •/i5t'-eJ' \-<" 6 




~ '/ (p_ 





,, I./ 3 
,\ .// 0 
LP /l q ,ft1cl/[d co 
-r'R••j-'~5h' (5e i6' 
w )7 0, lt{ rJ, ';1 B./ J<: 
r j?;;, ") v e,.-; ,., •5 
-rt?" "' -<;/? eY<? ) 
SECTION 
DISTRESS STATION STATION STATION 
NUMBER FROM TO AT 
MP. 2? to cg'-1- jiJOO 
DISTRESS 
TYPE 
LENGTH OF AREA OF 
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